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New School Bui ding

Munificent

r
[

BELFAST, MAINE. THURSDAY,
Waldo

Assured.

at

rosby makes the initial gift with a contribution amount10,000. Miss Crosby will, name the new building, but the
announced.
suggests a building to cost not less than $100,000. She beis too good for Belfast and that no school building of less
ing for the city and its future.
ublic has contributed $10,000 Miss Crosby will contribute
.* public has contributed $10,000 more, she will contribute
iid a third and fourth accordingly, making at least $40,000
public and $40,000 by herself, this to be accomplished
f one year. The $80,000 is to be invested immediately in
perly trusteed and to remain intact until, with accumulate,! $100,000, or until it has been made up to $100,000.
e movement for a new school building in earnest and it is
rople, particularly those who are in a position to assist,
,eir immediate and most serious consideration.
; expected that there will be at least one $10,000 contribuitribution and at least ten contributions of $1,000 each. It
mplish these results for the second objective point.
e the splendid patriotism and interest of Miss Crosby in
and it is hoped to see the full additional $40,000 raised beproposition can be accomplished and it remains only to
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor.
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JONES.

Miss Laura II. Jones of West Brooksviile died July 3rd in the Castine hospital
after an operation for appendicitis and

gall stones. She was 56 years old and was
the eldest daughter of Capt. Jeremiah and
Lucy Wasson Jones. Two sisters and
two brothers survive, Misses Lucy W.
and Grace D. Jones of West Brooksviile,
Jan.es H. Jones of Arlington, Mass., and
Fred D. Jones of Belfast. Since the death
of their parents the daughters have re-

home, Miss Laura superintending the outside work of the fine farm of
about four hundred acres. Miss Jones
mained at

had

always enjoyed the best of health,
most self reliant, competent and

was

helpful, always lightening

the burdens of
those less fortunate in life and contributing to their pleasures. She was known
not only in her own town but throughout
Hancock county for her good works, par-

ticularly with the

young people. She was
devoted member of the Congregational
church and for twenty years had taught
a

the

class in its Sunday school. She
past matron of Bagaduce Chapter,
O. E. S., and a regular attendant. After
same

was

a

graduating from Laselle Seminary she
taught school successfully several years
and later

was a most efficient
supervisor
of schools in Brooksviile and Penobscot.
Her brother Fred and her two sisters

with her when she died and
James,
his wife and three children were at the
home in West Brooksviile.
The funeral
were
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Her age was 62
1 day.
She was

daughter of Rufus
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brother, and at
Only
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a

on a

she

very

standing room, as many mere were standing in the near vicinity, while at least 6(10
and many carriages were parked
around tiie track. The program began
with the address of welcome
by Mayor
Clement W. Wescott and the oration by
Lieut J. M. Gillin of Bangor.
Mayor
Wescott’s greeting was cordial, heartfelt
and appreciative. All within the sound

many friends in
visited her

frequently

autos

one time clerked for him.
before her death she was

visit.

THE

CHURCHES

of his voice were made to feel at home
and at ease in the shire town of the
county, no matter where their homes
might he. Lieut. Gillin’s oration was a

Services will be held at the First Parish
church next Sunday morning at
10.45
with sermon by the
pastor, Rey A E
Wilson.

manu

M.

Sprague,

Earl Braley and

ninald W.

Martensen

are guests

of Miss
Mrs. Martensen was
,ired Ward and is a
rker. Lieut. Marteneturned from cavalry

the
MATINEE
at

one.

no

luui

soinemiug to say

ana

he knew how It' say it. A printed report
Morning service will be held at St. or even a.
synopsis would not do him
usMargaret’s Episcopal chapel next Sunday tice in
any sense of the word.
He will
at 10.45. The rector, Rev. E F
Ferris,
have a warm welcome in Be'fast
always
will officiate at the service of the
holy and Waldo corn, ty
communion.
Then came the races, all fine ones, and
Rev. George Sherman Mills of Ben- enjoyed by old and young. Charles A.
j Trafton of Sanford
was starter:
nington, Vt., a former pastor of the ;
1
S.
North church, occupied that
pulpit last .Jackson of Belfast, W. S. Bogg. of WalSunday morning with the Baptist society j dohoro, and Mr. Trafton were judges; H.
present as invited guests.
Next Sunday A Dodge of Islesboro, John A. Fogg and
at 10.45 a. m. Mr. Mills will preach in the ! Carl iiasner of Belfast, timers.
These
Baptist pulpit yvith the North church as gentlemen saw that fair play was given
guests. The public is also most cordially- j with the following results:
invited to attend.
2 18 CLASS, MIXED.
PURSE $125.

j

People’s
Methodist
Church, Rev.
C harles W.
Martin, pastor; parsonage,

Tenia Todd, bm (Buzzell)
I > 3 I
l
Christie B, bm (McLaughlin)
2
2 2 2
No. 7 Court St.;
Sir
Ambulator, bg (Gray)
5.13 .2
telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday ! Baron King, bg (Crockett)
4
1 1 ro
school 12.00; Sunday
bh (Mood*)
3
4 5 ro
Allissmus,
evening, preach2.20 1-4, 2.21 1-4, 2 21 1-4,
ing 7.30; prayer meeting this,
Time,
221-4
Thursday,
evening at 7.30. The public is cordially 2.22 3-4.
invited to worship with us.
2.25 CLASS, MIXED.
PURSE $.25.
Strangers
in

town

especially welcome.

George Guy, bg (Piper)
Joe Hunter, dig (McLaughlin)
Lacy Booker, bm (Smith)
Time, 2.24 1-1, 2.25 1-1, 2.25 3-1.

taylorbowley
Charles B. Taylor and Nina F.
Bowiey,
both of Sci-t'i Hope, were married at the

Theatre

writer, is working hard on his
book, “Woman’s Struggles.” Mrs. Alloyoung

Belfast

ficient food for supper for a large number.
There were other men recently returned
from service entertained in private homes.
At 1 p. m. the grand stand at the Trctting Park was literally packed even to

large attendance and the Eastern Star
held the committal services at the ceme-

home and its in-

•tl was held at 2 p. m.
S. Mills officiating.
s,

There was

highly respected

a

I to

held at the church Saturday afterwith Rev.
V\ illiam Forsyth of

Bucksport officiating.

Colonial

nvUprvr^

1910.

PERSONAL

takes an interest in his
"The Birth of a
way, a
Nation,” "Common Clay” work andwidow, the
young wife, remarks
Kitty,
Vivian Martin, Constance
With Men Returned From Service as
that
the
widow
is struggling—to land
Talmadge,
Charlie lhapFn, Florence
Special Guests, Street Parade, Dinner
John.
When
Mrs.
Ethel
Alloway goes too far
Keed,
at Memorial Hall, Orations and Races.
Clayton, to Be Seen Here Next Few in her designs, Kitty concocts a clever
retaliatory plan of her own, covers the
Days.
July 4, 1919, was the hottest of any
widow with confusion and wins her husFourth for many years. The sky was
band back in a hurry. The theme of the
The Birth of a Nation”
cloudless and not a drop of rain fell
Thursday
neglected wife and the “other woman” is
Griffith’s mammoth spectacle, old, but the
which was something unusual in Belhandling of it in this picture
I he Birth of a
fast’s experiences in the observance of
Nation,” founded on is new.
the day.
The occasion will long be re- Thomas Dixon’s play, “The Clansman,”
Also on Monday, Charlie Chaplin in a
membered by people who have reached with a company of 18,000 people and 3
two-act comedy, “Shanghaied,” and an
000 horses, without question the
the age of reason, as it was the
greatest Outing Chester picture.
first
national holiday since the war closed and triumph of the motion picture art ever
the peace treaty was signed.
achieved, comes to the Colonial Theatre
It was a day when men returned from for an engagement of one day, this Thurs- Florence Reed and Pearl White, Tuesday
The first half of this great picture
Florence Reed, the talented emotional
service in the world war were
special da£guests ot honor with such courtesies as exhibits the salient events of the Civil screen and stage star, comes Tuesday in
have been extended to the veterans of War, which came to a close at Appomat- the widely heralded United Pictures Theatox about fifty years ago. Lincoln’s
the Civil and Spanish wars.
call tres, Inc., offering Her Code of Honor,
which picturizes a thrilling story of artist I
The parade was formed on the Court for troops, Sherman’s march to the sea,
the
Battle
of
street side of school common in the folPetersburg, Lee’s surrender life in the Latin Quarter, Paris. The scene
to Grant, and the awful
tragedy in Ford’s then shifting to New York, the plot runs j
lowing order: B. H. Mudgett, marshal,
Theatre, which plunged a people into swiftly through momentous situations,
and George Ness,
assistant, mounted1 despair, live
again before the spectator of and holds, it is said, the audience in susCity Marshal M. R. Knowlton and police'
the Griffith drama.
In the second half pense as to the ultimate outcome until
Belfast Band, Lieut. Wm. L.
Luce, acting the South’s “second
uprising,” this time the final scene.
leader; Third Maine Regt. Co. F, Ross I.
With this dual role, that of the strugHammons, captain; men returned from against the tyranny of the Carpet Bagger’s misrule is shown in a thrilling story gling young artist in Paris and then as
service under the direction of
Capt. H. of Reconstruction
the
well-to-do American girl in New
days. The
H. Stevens of the raincoat
division; Red romanee of the iittle Confederatecharming T ork, Miss Reed is said to offer the most
Cross led by Miss Louise
colonel,
chair- Ben
Hazeltine,
with
the
powerful
work of her screen career, and
Cameron,
Northern
man of the Waldo
girl,
County Auxiliary, as- Elsie
Stoneman; and that of the Union in fact that talented star is reported to
sisted by Miss Lena Sanborn as standard
Phil Stoneman, with Margaret have said of Her Code of Honor that it is
bearer; Uncle Sam riding in state in a red captain,
white and blue turnout driven by Miss Cameron, the South Carolina lassie, mam- me uesi picture she has ever made.
idin iwr inreads or continuous love
Miss Reed’s popularity both as a
inscreen
Dorothy Thayer and drawn by the little terest
throughout the story. The fun and star and on the speaking stage is widely
Misses Emily RackliiTe and
Priscilla frolics of plantation days as well as the recognized.
Versatile, emotional, and of
Thayer; A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V with heartacne and
pathos of the stricken perfect artistry, Florence Reed appeals to
Fred A. Seward in
command; the Boy South, are shown. The great out-of-doors motion picture and spoken drama audiScouts under the direction of Kenneth
is Mr Griffiith’s special held. The huge ences alike. The cast presents unusual
Cclcord; members of Tarratine Tribe of battle
scenes, covering miles of country, strength with William Desmond, himself
Red Men in full dress; the Grand
Army, and the wild night rides of the clansmen, a star, leading the support which includes
Thomas Gannon,
in
carcommander,
are staged with thousands of
participants. also Robert Frazer, Irving Cummings,
riages; Windsor House colonial hack, A complete musical
score, interpreted by Marcelle Roussillon and Alec Francis.
handsomely decorated, with the Junior an enlarged
Also on Tuesday the 14th and next to
orchestra, follows the action
Red Cross members,
accompanied by of the picture closely. Among the lead- last chapter of “the Lightning
Raider.”,
Miss Grace E. Walton; Mrs. John F.
in
the
ing players
enormous cast are
Rogers in decorated pony team; two Henry
Lillian
Gish, Mae Marsh,
Ethel Clayton, Wednesday
ponies driven by Masters Gray and Robert Walthall,
Harron, Joseph Henabery, Donald
A big show is scheduled for WednesThompson; Mayor Wescott and City Crisp, Howard Gaye, Elmer
MiClifton,
Ethel Clayton in “Vichy Van,”
Government in autos; decorated autos riam
Cooper, Ralpii Lewis, Spottiswoode ; day,
from Waldo, Burnham,
Troy, Thorndike Aiken, Josephine Crowell, and Walter Harold Lloyd in a Pathe Comedy, Pathe
and Liberty.
There were autos with Seigmanu. 3,000 mounted men take
News, and the most interesting of all
par; j
members of the Red Cross of this
city, in the wild rides of the Ku Klux Klan, single reels, "Vod-a-Vil.”
representatives from several towns aiid the most
exciting ever filmed.
several local business houses and
private
Special notice should be taken of the
CLARK-GREINERT.
citizens, with their families. The line of fact this feature is now offered at our
march was over Court to
down regular prices. Matinee 2.30, evening 0.45 j
Franklin,
franklin to Church, over Church
Capt. Donald Sirnonton Clark of Beltp and 9.00 p. m.
Market, then to High, down High to
fast and Miss Anne Helena Greinert of
Church and up Church to the Custom
''Common Clay,” Friday
New York were married Thursday, July
House square. There was a
large crowd
Another big triumph which comes Fri- 3rd.
The ceremony took place at 7.30 a.
present and the residences along the line
day and which everyone will wish to see, m. at the St. James
of march were decorated with flags, The
Episcopal church,
is the screen version of the famous Harprincipal down town streets had llag vard Prize
“Common Clay.” When New York City. Only the immediate
Play,
decorations with greetings for the special Cleves Kinkead
wrote “Common Clay” relatives and a few intimate friends were
gue-ts.
he gave to the speaking stage one of its
present, The bride wore a handsome
At the noon hour there were 112
guests finest dramas. In transcribing this drama
of honor present at the dinner in Metailored gown and picture hat. She was
to the screen none of its excellence has
morial hall under the auspices of the S.
Miss Nell
been lost. You will fine. Fannie Ward’s accompanied by her sister,
of V. Citizens of Belfast responded willdelineation of the leading role excellent, Greinert.
The groom was accompanied
and
ingly
generously to the call for food and the manner in which the story is conby Ensign Kenney A. Burgess of Belfast,
and the dinner was abundant with sufstructed will

1

LAURA H.

County Celebration

~

1Q~

JULY

I i (
2 3 2
2 3

2.29 CLASS, MIXED. PURSE $100.
Duke of Canuck, Its (Richardson)
1 i I
Methodist parsonage in this city, at 6 p. j Frances, blm (Gallagher)
2 2 2
Todd Fointdexter, bg (Buzzell)
3 3 3
m., Friday, July 4th.
Rev. Charles W.
Time, 2.21 1-1, 2.223-1, 2.22 1-2.
Martin officiated with the single
ring
PURSE S5C.
3-MIN. CLASS, MIXED.
service. The bride wore a silver
gray Rae G., bm (Bean)
;
1
aupe taffeta silk gown trimmed with old
2 12
Patty Braden, bm (Littlefield)
rose.
(Smart)
3 3 3
They were accompanied by the Souvenir, bg
Time, 2.30, 2.30, 2.30.
groom s brother, George Taylor and
wife,
The day’s program closed with the men
of Belfast. They will make their home
in uniform as special guests at the Coon the gitr m’s farm in South
Hope.
lonial Theatre.
j

hold your undivided atten-

tion.
In

and enjoyable manner the
play gradually builds up to a strong dramatic climax, and then gradually glides
out to a happy denouement. Fannie Ward
has an excellent rule in Ellen Neal, and
she gives a good performance. Her supporting cast contains well-known names,
and each does his or her part well. The
direction has beeu deta led, the stagings are appropriate and the photography
good. The tide and the star ought to
prove good drawing cards, and there is
enough to the play, once patrons have
entered the portals of your house.
an

easy

located in New York,

now

friend.

an

intimate

Following the ceremony

a

wed-

ding breakfast was served at the home
of the bride’s father, Charles Greinert in
New York. Capt. Clark and bride left
immediately for Belfast anc. were met at
Rockland Friday morning by his parents,
Mr
and Mrs. Harry W.
Clark, who
motored them to Pitcher’s Pond, where
they will spend the week at Sans Souci
cottage, through the courtesy of Ensign
Burgess. It was at this beautiful spot as
guests at a house party that, their roVivian Martin. Saturday
mance began.
They have taken a house
That she is “the sweetest little girl in
for the summer at Arlington, N. J.
The
the movies,” is a phrase that is gradually
groom is at present connected with the
linked
with the name of Vivian
becoming
Conical Mfg. Co. He took a
Martin, who stars in Paramount pictures. Hardings
Miss Martin’s portrayals are always so two years’ course at the University of
unaffected that those who see her pictures Maine, and also a year at Technology.

gilt almost be said to be in love with
her.
In her latest production, “The Home
Town Girl.
which will be shown next
Saturday, >iiss Martin plays the role of
a cuaint, little New England
gir1, whose
fidelity to the man she loved is as immo able as the mountain,
it is the sort
of role which has gained for her the great
army of admirers of which she can, but
does not. boast.
It is predicted that “The Home Town
Girl will rank among the best pictures
of its class and it will be anxiously awaited 05 many screen patrons who delight in
Miss Martin’s splendid work.
m

Constance

Talmadge
Monday.

and Charlie

When the
burg and
corp

went

play.

is from the successful
play
by Geraldine Bonner and Hutcheson
Boyd adapted Dy Julia Crawford I vers
Briefly it -elates how John Constable, a

Clark

EVENING
6.45 d»d 9.00

i TO DAY

First time in Belfast

18,000

People

DRAMATIC
^fUiVIPH

bATURDAY

>IV!an

martin
IN

Home

Towrt Girl”

^shine

Regular

Prices.

5,000 Horses.

'I ICE—Because of the

A

at our

Nation”

a

length

Cost Over $500,000
of the film, first show at 6.45; second 9.00.

Fannie Ward nCCOLAY”ON
The Famous Prize Plav.
MONDAY

TUESDAY

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE

FLORENCE
REED in

IN

“Her Code
of Honor”

“Sauce for
The Goose”

Chapter
Lightning

Next the last

Comedy

nograms

Charlie
in 2

Chaplin
Act Comedy

“The

Raider”

WEDNESDAY
ETHEL
CLAYTON in

“Vicry Van”
Lloyd Comedy
Pathe News
VOD-A-VIL

Haugh.

Irving L. Whitney, U. S. N., is spending a month’s furlough in Belfast, and
Morrill.

Woodcock.

Prof. Charles E. Rogers and family of
New York have arrived at Northport for
the season.

Miss Alice L. Ahorn returned Tuesday
from a three weeks’ visit with relatives
in Raynhain Centre, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Townsend
have returned from a few weeks' visit
at Seal Harbor.

Mrs. Anos Clement and
daughter,
Louise R Clement, rre at home from
Seal Harbor for a few days.
Mrs. J. II. Ginn of Sandypoint has been
visiting her sisters, Mrs. Samuel N. Rackliffe and Mrs Henry D. Clough.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M.

ban, Mass.,

are

fast and Morrill.

Griffin of Wravisiting relatives in Bel-

Louis A.

Mrs. Della D. Rich and Mrs. Urania D.
Hadley are visiting relatives in St. Stephens, N. B., and vicinity.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Ernest C.

Milton

SOUTH

and

children of Portland are visiting relatives
in this city and vicinity.
Mrs. Charles E. Stevens was cal ed to
Ellsworth last Thursday by the death of
her sister, Mrs. C. W. Mason.

John Adams and wife, Carl
Fogg, wjf e
and daugnter, spent the Fourth
Belfast.
Miss M lry Martin who has been
teach
Misses Bernice Tasker and Erma Neal- ing in
iverett, Mass., has returned
ley of Monroe were guests over the Fourth home.
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Tasker.
Porter Ingraham of Knox
spent the
Capt. Wm. V. Piatt of the U. S. S., week-end with Mr. and Mrs. J
Q
v
New York, who has been at his home in Adams.
Miss Pricilla Quimby of
this city, returned Thursday to his ship.
Boston is
spending a few weeks with Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Jellison of C. B. Dickey.
Ct., are spending two
Bridgewater,
Mrs Carl L. Adams who has been
quite
weeks with relatives in Belfast and sick is slowly
recovering. Ruth Colby is
vicinity.
at work for them.
Mr. Arthur Morse of Belfast and
Dr. and Mrs.B. B. Foster and son Herbert.
his
brother Everett who is
of Portland spent the Fourth in Belfast
working in Bath
were guests of their
W.
father,
8.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Morse
last Saturday.
Quimby.
Miss Edna Davis who has been in
MilHerman H. Coombs lias returned to his ford, Mass
with her sister, Mrs. P E
home from Portland, where he recently Joslin for the past year
attending school
underwent a verv successful surgical returned home last week.
Mr. and Mrs.. W m. H. Dow and
operation.
son
with Mr. and Mrs. John W. Dana
Dr. Charles P. Bean of Boston was Neal,
of Portland spent the week-end
with
railing on friends the past week while in Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Dickey.
Belfast the guest of his sister, Mrs. Fred
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edward
W. Cottrell.
*
Leighr of Providence, K. I., is visiting relatives heie.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Thompson of I ney expect to move
here to live in Oct.
Denver, Colo., are in Belfast for a visit in the home they purchased some
time
and have rooms at the Hodgdon residence ago.
or. Cedar street.
Mr. Enos Hatch of Belfast visited his
Mrs. A. B. Meade of Natick, Mass., daughter, Mrs. John W. Sukeforth. also
and Mrs. S. N. Kacklille of Belfast are his daughter, Miss Lutie Hatch who is a
guests of their brother, Charles I. Crock- teacher in Massachusetts and is spending
a few weeks with her
sister.
er, in Sandypoint.
C. S. Adams, wife and son
Franklin,
Miss Zadie B. Carter, who has been at Miss Etta
Gilman, Rev. E. A. Dinslow
Kingston-on-Hudson, N. Y., for some and wife, with Mrs. Edward Leighr, went
time, writes that she plans to visit Bel- to West Appleton to the old Isaac Fuller
fast in the near future.
farm the fourth of
July, where they met
Aunt Lizzie fuller, over
ninety years old,
Pennington Taliaferro, of Palm Beach, Mrs.
O. P. Fuller, Orville
Gross,wife and
Fla., is the guest of his brother, Hon. son
his
mother and sister Miss
Stephen,
James P. Taliaferro at ins summer home
Nettie Gross, and enjoyed a picnic dinner
on Church street.
under the shade of the old elm trees. It
Mrs. H. Donald Mansur and little was a happy and quiet
company with the
daughter Norma of Westville, Conn., exception of the children blowing their
of
are the guests
Mrs. Mansur’s mother, horns. They stayed until
duty called
them to the.r several homes.
Mrs. Amos F. Carlton.

i’n

1

SOUTH

Mr. Arthur Knight
C. Greenlaw.

Farrar and Miss Ethel May
both of Knox, were married at
Thursday, July 3rd, at the Meth-

George

Mrs. Abbie Greenlaw and daughter.
Miss Eulalia, anc son Harold, were week'
end guests at Moody mountain.
Mr. and Mrs. Europe McK ?nney and
children of Watervilie and Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert L. Curtis of this city, spent
last week in the Shuie cottage in East
Belfast. July 4th was Mrs. McKenney’s
and Mr. Curtis’ birthdays and the day
two

was

spent celebrating.

Sunday they

en-

tertained at. dinner Mr Horace Smalley.
Mr. anil Mrs. Kudolnh Sanders and son
Herbert, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Curtis and
three children, Hazel, William and Stanley, of Northport, Mr. and Mrs. George
Curtis and two children, Mahlon and
Viola.

Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Robertson of
Damariscotta, formerly of Belfast, are
a
short vacation in the D. F.
odist parsonage in this city, Rev. Charles spending
Stephenson cottage on Allyn shore.
W
Martin officiating. The single ring
Dr. Harry L. Kilgore of Pawtucket, R.
service was used, and they were accomI., and Chester B. Frost of Providence R.
panied by Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Hearin of I were in Belfast over the Fourth as
1 p.

m.

Knox. The bride wore a handsome white
muslin gown and large white hat and the
groom was in khaki, as he has just returned from

France.

a

Mrs.
a

year

and

Hearin

a

guests of the latt r’s
H. Frost.

mother,

Mrs. Lena

Miss Doris Baker and Otis Kennett of
Lynn, Mass., came to Belfast last Thursday in the latter’s motor cycle and were
becomingly guests several days of Misses Eva and
Edna Wight.

half service in

was

fancy blue silk.

(JSIC that just fairly
nukes you nance
the brilliant
rhythmic
strains that are made so
alluring by

and Mrs. William B. Briggs of
Brockton, Mass and Mrs. A. W. Stewart and daughter Evangeline of Petersburg, Va., arrived recently to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight P. Palmer.
Mr.

Freierick W. Brown is taking a two
weeks’ vacation from the money order
department of the postcffice.

—

Columbia

Charles S. Mills, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Mills of Bennington, Vt., a
former Belfast boy, arrived recently to
join his parents at. the Battery, for a few
days before leaving for bis duties abroad.

returned from 21 months overseas with
the 26th Division, ! am now at
my office in Odd
Fellows Block and solicit your patronage in the
sale of Real Estate and Timberlands, New cata-

me

for 1)

Bucklin,

Having

write

working

Mrs. Abbie Marrinerof East Searsmont
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. M. A. Wadlin.

Grafonolas

George S.

out and

to

is

Mass.,

j

just coming

BtLFAST

Mr. John Hale and wife of Worcester,
called for a shorl time on friends
in Belfast while on their way from Worcester to Bangor by auto, July 4th

FARRAR-BUCKUN

I

priced farms

MONTVILLE.

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Littlelield and
Master Edward of Norway, Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Ames of Pittsfield spent the Fourlli
in Belfast, the guests of Dr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Webber.

logue

student at Bates

Richard Chenery, sou of Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Chenery of Boston, is at Camp
Quantabacook for the season.

Miss Edith C. Wilson, principal of the
Commerci L department of the Westboro,
Mass., High School, arrived Tuesday to
spend the summer with relatives.

New York.

a

Mrs. W B. Morse is visiting relatives
in Massachusetts.
Rev. W. W. Everetts of
Roxbur~
Mass., preached at the churct last S„n
un_

Charles B. Eaton returned Tuesday io
his home on Court street from the Taplev
hospital, where he recently underwent a
very successful surgical operation.

frequent summer visitor in this vicinity
and is a charming young lady. They are
receiving the best wishes of many
friends.
They will make a short visit at
the groom’s home before returning to

a

Freedman,

Ccdlege, Lewiston, is spending the summer vacation at his home in this
city.

Paris

THE SUPREME TRIUMPH AND COLOSSAL SPECTACLE

The Birth of

Mrs. Rate H. Biather of New York is
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Mary E.

Mr. and Mrs. Waiter L. Gray of So tli
were in
Belfast Tuesday while on
an auto trip along the coast.
They were
t he scenery here.
with
delighted

has

COLONIAL

2.30

cently to spend

Dr. and Mrs. Charles F Flanders and
David of Manchester, N H.; and Miss
Anna Roberts of Morristown, N. J., are
guests of Dr, D. P. Flanders.

a signal
recently re-

Mrs.

Walter Colcord of Boston arrived rea few days in Belfast.
Mrs. Esther C. Carter of Lynn Mass.,
arrived Tuesday for a visit with friends.
Mrs. Annie Canney and Miss Frances
Peters of Bangor were in BelfastTuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Crie of Rockland
were recenl guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. L.

Ernest C. Lynds, of Detroit, Mich, is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Mitchell.

son

with

was

William H. Quimby of Bath was at his
home in this city over July 4th.

Misses Anna Swett and Eloise Lewis
of this city are attending the summer
school at. the Washington Normal School
while in Machias this summer.

been private secretary for Dr. .1. R. Hasbroucli of New York and will continue
with him for the present. She has been

gown;d in

I he story

seas

He

from service

Chaplin

I«‘ you were a pretty and neglected
young wife what would you do if a
middle-aged and designing widow took
advar tage of your husband’s interest in
his wo'k to try to win him from
you?
This s the problem that forms the
basis
for a delightful comedy in “Sauce for the
Goose,' the new Select Picture in which
Lewis J. Belznick presents Constance Talmadge which will be shown on Monday.
Constance Talmadge is a comedienne
•who knows the value of a sure
light touch
in spontaneous
fun-making, and she more
than fulfils the hopes and
expectations of
her main admirers by her
delightful interprets!, on of Kitty "Constable in this

over

William Widdefield of Boston arrived
recently for a visit in Belfast.
James Turner of Gardiner spent the
Fourth with his familv in Belfast.

Roy G. Simmons returned to Bridgewater, Mass., Saturday, after spending a
few days with relatives at the home of
his grandfather, S. J. Gurney.

began he entered Platts-

Lieutenant.

as

leased

war

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock has returned
home from a visit in Boston.

I

need

a

Willis Arnold of Warsaw, N. Y., sonin-law of Frederick W. Brown of Belfast,
who has been in Y'. M. C. A. work overseas the past year, arrived ill Quebec last
Sunday, having sailed from Liverpool,
Eng., June 28th.

few low

complete
Telephone
glad to call and see your
you nothing to list your property.
same.

or

and I will be

j

place. It costs
'A e receive our commission when we make the
sale. W ith the Geo. H.
Chapin Farm Agency,
Boston, Mass.

CAPT. ALBERT E. ANDREWS
Odd fellows' Block, Boom 6 and 7, Belfast.
TELEPHONE no.

and Records

?

———————-j

d

Drop in and let
for you on one

play

of our
handsome new Grafonolas, the latest Columbia
dance records, popular
songs, patriotic airs, selections by famous artists

Mr. and Mrs. Frank If. Roberts and
son, Frank H., Jr., accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. George S. Roberts and daughters Evelyn and Cioribei of North Belfast
took an auto ride of about 300 miles the
past week. They were guests, over the
Fourth of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hawkins
of North Jay'.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard A. Johnson and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Francis X. Pendleton and family, and Mr. and Mrs. George
H. Darby spent last week at the Lowe
cottage, near the Battery. The hostesses entertained about thirty guests during
their sojourn at this pleasant and convenient cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Allen
and daughters Lila and Beulah of Lewiston were among the guests.
Mr. Allen
and wife returned home Monday, but the
ladies
remained
for
a
young
longer visit
with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson.
In her home city Miss Beulah
Allen Is known as a graceful solo dancer.
Miss Lila is a student at Farmington
Normal school.

us

Fred D. Jones
Belfast, Maine.

j

guess,
Journal | Well,
ish Empire under

The Republican

as

Belfast, Thursday, July 10,
PUBLISHED EVERY

The

Leader of the Senate

the League of Nations.

1919.

THURSDAY BY

Republican journal

will say by the Britauthority delegated by

we

a

IteHAMSta

A committee of 15 members of the
House of Representatives will undertake

Pub. Co.

investigation of the expenditures of
War Department. Every week appropriations are asked for to pay for
Advertising Terms.
Forone square,
something for the purchase of which the
one inch length in
column, 50 cents for j
of War had no authority whatone week and 35 cents for each
subsequent ! Secretary
insertion.
ever, and many of these purchases seem
Subscription Terms.
In advance, to have been utterly needless.
Recent
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
discussions in Congress seem to indicate
for three months.
an

the

A. L BROWN. Editor.

that Mr.
THE

INVENTION

Nearly 8,000,000

A few days ago the Senate was discussing a request by the Agricultural Departinent for an appropriation. The money

j
1

a

1
killed

were

Relieve

At the

beginning

Constipation

of the war the cargo

carrying shipping of the world was about
50,000,000 tons, file submarines destroy-

Wash-

a little more than
21,000,000 tons. This
shows the magnitude of the danger which
was faced and
finally checked.

j

LIBERTY.

j

and the mgs, washed, dressed, and fed
the children and washed the dishes. Then

ens

Mrs. Helen Post and daughter Frances
and Mr. William Cary of Augus'a, have
she makes the beds, puts up dinners for ;
been guests at the home of Mr. arid Mrs.
the children to cake with them to school,
Leslie Hurd.
brings in some wood and water, bakes

apple pies, picks and shells a peck
of green peas, digs some potatoes, gets

some

i

Hervey Brown, son
Brown, arrived home

The frost of June 29th damaged vegeon lowland.

Mr

Frank

from France.

feeds the chickens and the pigs, harvests
the hen’s eggs, mends a dozen pairs of

discharge.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peck arrived last
week and opened their cottage on the
island. They have as guests Mr. Welch

socks, puts up a few cans of something
for next winter’s use, does a little mending for herself and makes a bowl of apple

and

sauce and some hot biscuits for supper.
All her real relaxation comes after supper, -when she has nothing to do but to

Mr.

school

at

W'eeks, masters

Concord,

in

St.

Paul’s

N. H.

Miss Ella Greeley left June 30 for Farmington, where she will attend the summer

wash the dishes, cut Tommy’s hair, mend j school he
id there. She was accompanied
his shirt and her husband’s overalls, put ! from
Thorndike by Miss Izora Duncan of
the children to bed, make a bowl of herb
Islesboro, who has been principal of the
tea, set the pancake batter for breakfast,
Liberty High school for the past sixteen
prepare the materials for a meat hash, weeks,
Imprison a few brooding hens, shut up ^
Mrs. Ralph Page of Arlington, Mass.,
the chickens, put the cats out, wind the
was an auto caller in
town at C. M.
When she gets to
clock and go to bed.
Hurd’s June 20. She came from Warren
Teach
herself
bed she meets
getting up.
with the remains of her aunt, Miss Fanthe farmer’s wife efficiency? Huh? She
nie Wade, who died there.
Miss W9de
invented it.”
is pleasantly remembered by the older
people in Montville and Liberty.
WHILE WE WAITED
1

a

Germany was reducing Belgium
aud northern France to ruins, prior to

1

to the war,

|

while
our

entrance

she

was

!

at-

chased

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peavey of Belfast
were guests of Mr and Mrs. E. C.
Peavey,

Bernstoff,

coast.

Count

German

Ambassador, living

von

in

Mr. and Mrs. John Innis and

|

then the !

Washing-

|

ton, under the protection of the United
States, was the German negotiator. He
was also plotting to create dissensions
against cur government., not only here
buc everywhere else where he could get
He knew that
a
hearer cu a follower.

creating

.sink

a

going across the
when Mr. Roosevelt was

while

our

ocean.

soldiers
In 1909

President,

Mrs.
Arthur Thompson
and three
youngest children of Poor’s Mills returned
home June 29th, after several days’ visit
with her sister, Mr.;, James Webster.

was

inter-

Several

25lh.

visitors

rich.

L.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McKenney have
spent several days at their cottage in
Northport.

and

Mr. and

Mrs. Hulbert of Boston have

been guests of her parents. Dr. and Mrs.
E. H. Boyiugton.

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Gould of Bangor
have been week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. George H. Clements.

I

Palmer, Worthy Matron of
Chapter, Silas Blaisdell, A. L.

|

assorted
a

Blaisdell

Refreshments of ice cream,

cake

and cookies

were

served

fter the close of the meeting.
GEORGE EBEN COLBY.

I

j George Eben Colby, son of Sewell P.
Merrill of Freeport has been a and Gertrude Colby of Liberty, Maine,
guest at the home [of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. ; within the section know as South NlontNealley a few days recently.
ville, was born April 24, 1895. He was
Neal

J

the

The WTnterport Ferry Company have

first

member

of

South

went into the

Worms,

Worm Fever

Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceaclie, Neuralgia
9. Headache, Si l; Headache Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
1 5. Rheumatism, Lumbago
19* Fever and ,\4ue. Malaria
1 7. Piles, Blind, Bleeding. Internal. Externa! ;
19. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head
20. Whooptnjf Coujfh
21. Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidueys
30. Erinary I ncoutinruce
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
77, Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
For sale by druggists everywhere.

Archonia

Montville

Decide to have a N e\\ Perfection St<>v<Heater this summer. See your c<STANDARD Oil. COMPANY Ol

rived.

He went to Camp Elevens Oct. 2, 1917,
then, to Camp Gordon in Georgia, three
weeks later he took German measles in

PERFECTION

about two weeks after going there pneumonia developed and he was sent to the

Oil Stoves

A large number from here attended the
June meeting of the First Maine Spirit-

ualists Society
perfect day.

at

Edna and enjoyed the

The Misses Annie Cook, Pearl Beam
W innie Merrill and Cora Fields have gone
to the Seaside
summer

Mr.

Inn,

Seal

Harbor,

for the

season.

and Mrs.

W.

H.

Lord and

;
sons

Lemuel and George have returned from

A large number went from here to the
meeting of the Waldo County Veterans
Association at White’s

Corner,

nearly three hundred people

at which

were

present.

hospital Dec, 53, 1917, and was in the
hospital till May 13, 1919, when he was
transferred to Fort McPherson, Ga.,
where he died May 27, 1919, His body
was sent home to his parents.
A large

OIL COOK STOVES
Also Puritan Cook Stoves
the best Short Chimney stove.

number attended Ins funeral which

For sale in Belfast at

Fred I). Jones’

was

at his home June 1st, Rev. Elwin A.
Dinslow, a former pastor of the'.church,

; officiating.

He is much missed in his
home where he was always helpful to all
and kind to his brothers and sisters.

When his father asked him about a piece
of work he always went ahead and shouldered the heavy part.
For a number of

IT’S SURPRISING
That

So

Many Belfast People Fail
Recognize Kidney Weakness.

To

Are you a bad back victim?
Ryder and son
Suffer twinges; headaches, dizzy spells?
years he held an office in South MontRussell have recently purchased a farm
Go to bed tired—get up tired?
i vilia grange which office he well filled
in Kendubkeag of which they expect to
It’S surprising how few' suspect the
and when he left for the war he was
kidneys.
take immediate possession. Mr. and Mrs. !
overseer.
A comrade who knew him
It’s surprising how few know W'hat to
Ryder and family have many friends here
well wrote to his parents: “There never do.
who regret their departure and wish
Kidney trouble needs kidney treatment.
was a
nobler or braver man."
He left
them success.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for the kidneys
a name unsullied and a soul
pure and un- Only.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Goodrow, who stained by sin.
Have convinced Belfast people of their
merit.
were rececently reunite injmarriage here,
Here’s a Belfast case; Belfast testihave returned from their wredding trip to
Mr.

and

Mrs.

H.

A.

and have commenced

badly.

in the house

Mrs. F. O. Seekins returned home from
Hampden June 26th, where she has been
two weeks, called there by the serious
illness of her mother, Mrs. Sarah Par-

Sumner C

on

housekeeping

Kaler street, owned by
Jerome, Arizona.

Fisher of

The following assignment of teachers
for the schools in town have been made
for next year; High school, H. P. An-

CASTOR IA

Kidney sufferers hereabouts
it.

For Infants and Children

U. S. MERCHANT MAF
Opportunity

should read

Mrs. Margaret P. Wood, 10 Vine St.,
"I sulfered from severe painsacross
my back and at night they interfered with
I was subject to dizzy spells and
my rest.
black spots came before my eyes.
My
kidneys were disordered and I felt miserable and run down.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
seemed to be just what my system required and I soon got relief. I can recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills, which I got
from the City Drug Store, to anyone
troubled with their kidneys.”

bears

the

Signature of

:

is presented experienced

in preparation for license examinations

DECK OFFICERS
ENGINEERS
at schools of U.

S. Shipping Board

FREE COURSE IN MARINE EN GIN E E RI N
G,
assistant engineer s license or higher, open to men
f

BELFAST

AND

tenders.
and

Navigation Schools, Mass. Inst, of Technology, Cambridge
Portland, Me.; Engineering School, Mass. Inst, of I-

BURlVHAM

a.m.

1

of ill health. Long Branch is about
100 miles from Washington. While the

reason

I

Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,

adopted in the House of Representatives
requesting the President to inform that
body “whether, since his inauguration
March 4, 1869, any executive oflicea, acts
or duties,
and if any what, have been
performed at a distance from the seat of

House also wanted to know “how far the
performance of such executive offices,
or duties, at sucli distance from the
of government established by law,”
in compliance with the law.

acts
seat
was

A

recent official announcement from
Washington states that Carranza has
sent soldiers to drive the workmen away
from the oil fields owned by American
and

European

news

investors.

dispatches

we

From the late
learn that the Mexi-

can

government considers that the work
of confiscation has been finished and the
land is being given to favored Mexicans.

There

about 750,000 acres of these
which, as we said last week,
more than $200,000,000 have been ex-

lands

are

on

pended for development. Protests and
even a display of force on sea or land will
have no effect on Mexico. This has been
shown by the result of the childish performances of the United States.
Force,
real force, must be invoked. By whom?

Belfast, depart,
Citypoint,
Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,

was

government established by law, and for
how long a period at any one time, and
in what part of the United States.”
The

v

SCHOOL, OR STREET FLOOR, CUSTOM HOUSE. B

| “My! What Delicious (

BRANCt

On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

in control

resolution

nion':

n

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

of Congress
During that year President
was for a time at Long Branch by

a

one

ing experience, including locomotive and stationary .-ngim
marine engines, graduates of technical schools ai d marin-*

APPLY AT

Grant

there

'«||

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six weeks, fits for
■;
•r higher; open to men of two years’ deck
exp-i'enc, oo\t:
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or s.nn

SHE used

FLAVOR
EXTRA

FROM BELFAST

was

as

and

Price 00c. at ail dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Wood
had.
Foster-Milburn Company, Mfgrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

make the world safe for democracy.

President

to

men

FREE TRAINING

says:

In Use For 0ver30Yearc
Always

■

mony.

for self protection. It is rank nonsense to say i.hat
we fought for the
new freedom or
to

were

»

—

church to join the colors in the war
fie
was a private in M. G. B n 319 Co. B.

war

in 1876 the Democrats

\

NEW PERFECT

TH'MTn REVS’
nOMEO. MEDICINE Cr».
Corner William and Ann Streets. New York

completed their slip'and are now prepared
to ferry autos, teams, etc., across the

drawal, and Germany, not being ready j
When she believed she
for war, obeyed.
could conquer Europe in a few months i
and could with the aid of Japan and I
Mexico make quick work of the conquest
of riie Uriled States, she turned her.
hordes into Belgium.
Some people say
that we went, to war to help France and
England. More people saj that we went
to war impelled by a vague ideal.
Most
of us in tie United States know now
we

2.
3.

Mrs. Hulbert, Mrs. Fox, Mr.
Mrs. Fred Johnson, Mrs. Alice M.

I and others.
■

*>•
FOR
1. Fpvers, Congestions. Inflammations

Bartlett,

of real Americanism demanded her with-

that

PARTIAL LIST

the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. P. Good-

Carnp"

Much of the cook’s popularity J.
on the stove she uses.
The \
fection Oil Cook Stove makenot only the most delicious me
a pleasant kitchen in which t<
You, too, will be enthusiast’
you see how it saves you the d;
of kindling and ashes—and
waiting and watching for th>
draw. The Long Blue Chimn
the clean intense flame.
R
like gas. No smoke, no od<
Idle New Perfection Whiter He
you hot water any time you

The full list of T>r Humphreys Remedies for
internal and external use, meets the m-ds Qf
families ior neatly every ailment from Infancy
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys Manual
mailed free.

conferred on Mr. and Mrs. Frederick M.
Nickerson. There were pleasing remarks
from Mr. Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

Mrs. Walter Gordon of Dexter has been

“The belle of the

HUMPHREYS*

from other chapters in Maine and Massachusetts being present.
Tile degree was

bile.

ity,

thrown out and hurt quite

tridge.

Ger-

many attempted to found a colony in
South America. That stalwart disciple

daughter

of Searsport were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. A. T. Toothaker, June 29th.
Leona

and she

fleet of submarines to

ships and drown

our

seven

June

evening,

C. Moody have purpassenger Buick automo-

Mrs. Hollis Seekins was out riding
Sunday and met another team in a narrowOld Orcharf Beach and vicinplace and in passing the wheels locked I Portland,

b.s country intended to force us into the
v.ar. He knew that secretly the Germans
were

a

Smith;

Cushing Chapter, O. E. S., held a fine
and largely attended meeting, Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. C.

a

empting by negotiation to induce Mexico June 29th.
and Japan to join her and her allies
Mr. G. W. Scott has sold his farm to
against the United States. Mexico was Mr. Wyman of Mass., and lie has taken
be rewarded with territory taken from possession.
he southern side of the United States'
and Japan was to have the Pacific islands
and extensive holdings on our western

party

and

week’s automobile trip to points of interest in Boston and vicinity.

HILL, Swanville.

OAK

Cates

Lake, recently.

Raymond Carleton and Ernest S. Purden have recently returned from overseas.

_——

fact not generally known that I

D.

Clement

Mrs.

motored to Swan

Louis A.

Thompson; Primary,
Grace Thompson; Whittier, Marguarite
Page; Lowell, Mrs. Lois Mafden; Ellingwoods
Corner, Grace Lord; Martin,
Almira Porter; Fisher, Mary Cockrane.

tation considerably

few

days ago
Mr. Brown has been overfor two years and was glad to get his

After dinner
dinner and blows the horn.
she washes the dishes, does the sweeping,

seas

of
a

drews; Grammar,
mediate, Geneva

WINTEREURT

■

It is

!

Directions of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

|

You probably Know something of this
notable man. He is U. S Senator Lodge
from Massachusetts and a predominant
figure in our politics. Theodore Roosevelt said of him in 15)16: “He has been on
the whole the member with the largest
vision and the most intelligent devotion to
American needs that we have had on the
Foreign Affairs Committee dunng this
generation.’’ He will play an important
part in the Senate discussion of the peace
treaty, particularly as chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee.

ed

follows:

as

habit-forming drug. These time-tested pills
strengthen the stomach, stimulate the liver and

It is stated that 20,000,000
permanently disabled, but it is

were

“Taking efficiency to
a farmer’s wife is like carrying cheese to
Miss Mary Kent Davey arrived June 28
Switzerland. The farmer’s wife rises at to pass the season at her home here.
half-past 4 ami gets breakfast for her
W. 1). Sanford returned recently from
husband and the hired man so that they
a week’s stay in Boston on matters of
can
get their scythes and sneak up on business,
the oats and barley while it is dark.
By
Mr. Chester H. Fernald, who has been
the time the average city woman has be- I
passing a week with his aunt, Mrs. George
gun to think of getting up, the farmer’s
Sprague, has returned to his home in Upwife has milked the cows, fed the chickton, Mass.
about

|

or

come

ington named teacher. In the course of
his remarks he introduced an article
which appeared in the New York Evening Mail, which, as we remember it, read

men

sia. Beecham’s Pills have been a world-favorite
laxative for over sixty years. They go straight to
the cause of many ills and remove it. They act
promptly, pleasantly and surely. Contain no

|]

safe to say that many of these will beable to do some part of the world’s
work.

ment, and to issue bulletins telling farmand especially farmers’ wives how to
become more efficient. Senator Ring of
Utah, a robust Democrat who is a diligent
advocate of economy in public expenditures said, in substance, that the farmer’s
instruction from

idea

estimate.

more

ers

no

|

died of wounds during the war.
These
figures seem to be an approximately correct

was to be used to carry on an investigation of household economics and manage-

wife needed

an

I

Lhat he had unlimited authority.

EFFICIENCY

OF

Haker must have had

Constipation is the arch-enemy of health.
Conquer this enemy and you rout a whole army
of physical foes, including indigestion, biliousness,
sick headache, sleeplessness and nervous dyspep-

I

I

Bangor,

Clinton,
Fairfield,
Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m.,
Copyright 1919
by R. J. Reynolds

p.

m.

6.4a

1.10

f6.50

fl.la
fl.26

t7.01
7.14

VANILA —LEMON or ORANGi
Exceptional strength and quality. Econ
*'A little goes a long way
Premium cu’
package. Your favorite dealer sells 1

1.42

f7.29

fl.57

7,36
7.45

2.10
2.20

|7.57

t2.32

8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

2.40
5.40

1 hurston & Kingsburv Co., Ran

TRUCKING
I

3.20
5.55
9.25

|

TO BELFAST

Tobacco Co.

a.m.

a.m.

Boston,

2.45

9.00

Portland,

7.15

12.40

p.

right-handed-two
fisted smokejoy
NEVER
puff
with Prince
was

such

as

you

jimmy pipe packed

out of

a

Albert!
That’s because P. A. has the quality!

JK

Bangor,

Fairfield,
Clinton,
Burnham, leave,
Winnecook,
Unity,
Thorndike,
Knox,
Brooks,
Waldo,

You can’t fool your taste apparatus
any more than you
get five aces out of a family deck! So, when you hit
Prince Albert, coming and going, and get up half an hour
can

Toppy red bags, tidy red tint, handsome pound and half-pound tin
humidors—and—that classy, practical pound crystal glass humidor with
sponge moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

prepared to do all kinds of tr ickinj,

im

6.50
6.40
6.57
7.09
8.35

10.40

3.40
2.24

10.48
10.58
11.15

f3.47

f8.45

fll.25

f4.25

8.55
9.05

12.00
12.30

4.37
4.45

f9.14

fl2.45

Furniture and piano moving a sprcialty.
orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and thev will re.

f4.52

9.34

1.42

5.10

Citypoint.

fl.56
f2.15

f5.12
f5.25

Belfast, ariive,

10.05

2.25

5.35

tFlag station.
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. Harris, Gen'l Pass. Agt.
D. C. Douglass,
General Manager, Portland, Maine.

TO LET

BANGOR
S. S. “CAMW

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.

SI M >IMC
EFFFCIIV

W. W. BLAZO.
izS

|

M II
«

I

S. S. “Camden” will

Waldo Avenue, Belfast,

Tuesdays, Thursdays
p.

m.

j

an

j

and the S. 8. “v

Mondays and Fridays a1
ton and way landings.

3.58
4.15

f9.46
49.58

Msm

Leave

a.m.

Waterville,

"\JrW:
1

earlier just to start stoking your pipe or rolling cigarettes,
you know you’ve got the big prize on the end of your line I
Prince Albert’s quality alone puts it in a class of its own,
but when you figure that P. A. is made by our exclusive
patented process that cuts out bite and parch— well—you
feel like getting a flock of dictionaries to find
enough words
to express your happy days sentiments!

m.

atn

■

j

RETURN
Leave Boston
■

on

Mon

Wednesdays, Fridays

5 p.

an

m.

Landing will be made
Mondays, Wednesdays, t
days only.

W. A. Banks. C. F. Thompson.
George F. Kent, Druggist.
Tel. 233

iStl/ast.

For Sale

SHORE COTTAGE IN BELFAST, on
A FOUR ROOM COTTAGE on harbor Jackson
avenue, off Bay View Street,
front to let by week or month. Has elec- partly furnished. Address
tric lights. Telephone 42.
ALBERT M. SPARGO,
GEO. E. KITTRIDGE.
2w2<>
Mattapan, Mass.

GEO

j

E. DI N

"Wanted
oecond hand goods
tion.
F urniture, beddii
etc.
Antique furniture a
have anything to sell drop n
you will receive a prompt ca
WALTER H
Corner Washington ami
P"
Tel. 253-5

O

■

Waldo

<?',|1f
l

1

County

COMMUNITY CHAUTAUQUA-

t. u.

ODD HUMORS OF
T MOBILIZATION

W. C. T. U. held
n the Grange hall

*3

rsday, June 19th.
each of the live

pi#

well represent-

was

by Mrs. Bailey
...|!y Supt. of Bible
ill

K,f

work,

Some of the Humorous Sidelights
of Picking Secretaries for
Overseas Service.

Miss Eda

ssisting.

p'
|^!1

Lii
e

x

i she

elected

was

1

l;

Sadie

Mrs.

H.

ligious leadership?"
“Flays organ. Not

member at

large,
the day,

.rder of
anges.

following cornAborn, Col-

he

iters

's

rtesies,

TASCA’S FAMOUS BANDA ROSSA

Sisters

The master band leader with his famous band
comes with a program hrimfni
sented by the famous organization that has
Bparkl,n* tunes pr»triumphantly toured Europe and
1 he gala program of the famous Banda
Rossa keeps to the triumphant
ant \ictorious note
of triumph of the Allied cause.
suitable for the year

dbury.

lrLrl,t.napPy'

hostess union,
.ave a line address

Season Tickets $2.75—But the First 500 will
be sold
Get

I nion and before

Yours

words were found

Early

AD. NO. 2
resident of Mon-

______I

ful and inspiring
in her usual
orooKs

address
of

tod with

thanks,

ling

auditor,

as

Charles T. Grilley
Prince of Entertainers

follows: Bible
Work, Eda
vsioii and
Relief
Scientilic Tem-

who, with his daughter, Virginia Grilley,
harpist of renown, presents a program of
famous impersonations that have made his

Annie

name a

as

istie

B.

Aborn;

slitute, Sadie H.

greetings to Mrs.
ill in a Bangor

vas

yourself something

ted the Memoriof Mrs. Etta

A

to chuckle

Program of Music
Brimming Over

-oace

illness.

household word.

To hear his original sketch, “De Whitewashin’ Man,” or his impersonation of John
Fox preaching on Kingdom Come, is to give

ance, Miss S. A.
nnie Coombs,

Among

higher life this
ed County Presi-

over

for days.

and Merriment—
With

Searsmont,

Season Tickets $2.75—But the First 500 will be

Lois D. Stearns
"k of Belfast.
■

Get

Sisters Bates and
mmittee.
Loving

TRANSFERS IN

REAL

if

read from the
ire, Miss Margaret

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry

girding

of Deeds,

our

papers.

Star in the East”
.sader.”
voiced by Sister

■'as

prepared a bounrcsent showed their
:

vecutive committee
1.30 p. m. and affisur, the following
nominated

■

onvention:

and
Bible

Memori-

Gallop,

Hiugham,

land

Mass.;

in

Searsmont.

Roy H. Southard et ah, Belfast, to
Spencer M. Benner et ah, Liberty land
and buildings in Belfast.
Percy E. Severance, Newburgh, to Albion J. Bradbury, Monroe; land in Mon-

Annie

3.

Usage
Bates of Sandy-

A. Mansur of Monand Papers, Mrs.
‘ast; Assistant, Mrs.

Belfast; Franchise,
f Monroe; Mothers
Riobon Recruits,
of Belfast; Sunday
Chase; Red Letter
:ant

of Winternort.:

etneni;.

roper

was

called to

sic, “White Ribbon
urus, "John Barleyed by Rev. Frank
who also rendered
his

own

a

world around.

j

Lillian D. Mardei, Freedom, to James
F. Sheldon, Bedfast, land and buildings in

;

Belfast.
F.

1

Sj lvanus G. Cott'eil, Belfast, to names
Sheldon, do.: land and buildings in

Belfast.

George W. Scott, Presque Isle, to Lot- I James F
Swanvilie.

Mrs.

land in

E.

Knowlton,
Sheldon, Jo.; land

ings in Belfast.
Kempton B. Craig,

Belfast,

Belfast...

to

and buildto Free D.

land and buildings in Belfast.
Charlotte W. Colburn, Belfast, et als., Jones, do.;
Hattie F. Patterson, Camden, to Wilto The City National Bank, do., land and
liam F Weslie, Belfast, iand and bui dbuildings in Belfast.
J. C. Knowlton, Liberty, to Rossannah i ings in Belfast
William Y. Tasker, Hampden, to Co'a
Grant, do.; land in Liberty.
Louise
Moore, Dixmont; land and buildAnnie C. Webster, Belfast, to Newton
in Jackson.
C. Way, et ah, do.; land and buildings in ings
>

Belfast.
Frank E.

Wade, do.;

Peirce,

Belfast,

to Luther

“L>” is for Deficit.

land in Belfast.

et ah, Unity, to Asa Sawyer, do.; land and buildings in Unity
W ealthy M. uray, (jarainer, 10 wmiam E. Ware, do.; land and buildings in
E. D.

Chase,

Searsmont.

•

William E. Ware, Gardiner, to Will C
Atkins, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.

Thompson, Montville, to
Curtis S. Carter, Boston; land in MontTheodore B.

ville.

accompan-

Irving E. Pendleton, Lewiston, et als.,
Grant, Stockton Springs;
omnnttee reported
land and buildings in Searsport.
pointed as follows:
Manfred B. Grant, Stockton Springs,
Stover and Collins;
to Imogene Avery, do.; land and buildid Stevens,
ings in Searsport.
iieral onicers were
Grace M. Rogers, Buffalo, N. Y., to
resident, Mrs. Annie Emma J.
Stevens, Pittsfield; land and
Secretary, Mrs. Aubuildings in Troy.
: County Treasurer,
Annie M. Clement, Searsport, to LotWalker D. Hines, Director General of
The
s, Saudypoint.
j,
tie M. Dillingham, Bangor; land and Railroads, whose middle initial is now adFrances Howes of
buildings in Northport.
mitted to stand for “deficit,” because the
the president as
Alvah
H.
Cornforth. Pittsfield, to Government-controlled railroads under his
t was confirmed by
Alice M. Cornforth, do.; land in Burn- direction continue to pile up balances on
lb
ham.
the wrong side of the ledger Mr Hines is
lies were given by
Jedediah W. Morrili, Unity, to Ellen also blamed or credited with having kick‘f Jackson and local
ed over the Government plan to maintain
|
F. Pomroy, do.; land in Unity.
Monroe
prices.
and
South
<,
It,
Elizabeth Tuck, Bangor, to Mary A.
•’ rank
Timperley gave
in
land
Winterport.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo.
Preble, Brewer;
talk which was thorLucas County, ss.
k,
Susan E. Braley, Belfast, to Alice J.
''llFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
Mrs. Haskell exk.
in Belrw aj
and
buildings
land
Sanders, do.;
senior partner of the firm of F J. Cheney
11 lor the convention
fast.
& Co., doing business in lhe City of Tole1
1420.
to do, County and State aforesaid, and that
Ralph W. Pattershall, Belfast,
<*xton of Rockland,
said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNMabel P^ Bean, do.; land and buildings
e
DRED DO LARS for each and eveiy
drive for Maine for
(,j
in Belfast.
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
was introduced and
W. the use of HALL’S CATARRH MEDIPercy R. Buzzell, Belfast, to S.
'alk upon the Bubject.
FRANK. J. CHENEY.
k.i,
land and buildings in CINE.
Morrill;
Shibles,
e
read by Mrs. Bates,
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
Morrill.
my presence, this 6th day of December,
lecepted. All unfinished
t,
A. W. GLEASON,
Ezra A. Carpenter, Brooks, to Herbert A D. 1886.
tft Wll*i the executive
BelNotary Public.
(Seal)
hilt
Black, Belfast; standing timber in
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken in
F
fast.
ternally and acts through the Blood on
!'n cl°sed
with the beneFred R. Young, et al., South Berwick, the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
hr, a, ,11
in
''“'e more the
land
k
White Rib- to Charles E. Field, Belfast;
Send for testimonials, free
UCou a year of service in
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo.
Wic6:r
Northport
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
P.
COl®H)unities.
John Murphy, Searsport, to James
;
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Mrs- Annie M. Frost.
Walker, do.; land in Searsport.
k

sold at $2.20

Cents.

M

Elizabeth

rt; Jail and Alms-

Belfast;

55

fast.

roe.

tie Wyman, Leominster, Mass.;

i;

'■g

C.

1 Jackson; Medical
arcotics, Mrs. N.

•'ematic Giving, Mrs.
f Monroe; Sabbath

.,

|

to Gilbert

Belfast;

e,

v.

Higgins, Morrill,

Wood, do.; land in Searsmont.
Mary J. Gallop, Searsmont, to Edward i

Monroe.

Wood-

rliamentary

r. 5

Thomas A.

Mission and Re-

Eda

Cross of

D;

for the week ending June 28, ;

1919:

Charles E. Stevens, Monroe, to Charles
C. Jenkins, Brooks; standing lumber in

'.flistic,

Save

Fairbanks, Pittsfield, to j
The Human Albatross
Harry M. Brown, Unity; iand and build- I
-^
ngs in Unity.
By H. H. Windsor, in the July Popular
Rosina R. Page, Arlington, Mass., to
Meehan cs Magazine
B. F. Harriman, Liberty; land and buildThe two world events of the past month
ings in Liberty.
have been the delivery of the peace terms
Arthur W. Knight, Monroe, to Charles
by the allies and the effort at transatlantT. Knight, do.; land in Monroe.
ic flight.
While the signing of peace
Walter A. Clement, Belfast, to Wealthy terms on a
right basis is of far greater
Harvey, do ; land and buildings in Belfast. moment, the flight, by reason of its unLevi F. Howard, Belfast, to Da.sy E. known as well as
contemplated dangers,
Roberts, do. land and buildings in Bel- has stirred the red blood of nations the
Frank

ESTATE.

no
.is

Eariy and

to Manfred B.

J

“If I

This, tco, was accentuated by reason of tne rivalry between our
own
three fliers and tne competition
between two nations.
Our own effort can be said to have been
made inder very fair conditions of success, with picked men from our Navy,
after an initial over-sea try-out of 1,000
miles, and the perfectly worked-out assistance of destroyers spaced every 50
miles along the proposed route. That all
three of our planes succeeded in making
the long stretch between this continent
and the Azores, the longest over-sea flight
ever accomplished, is highly gratifying.
If the “NC-4” lands in Portugal, as at
this writing seems probable, the ice may
fairly be said to have been broken and the
trail blazed. The full details of the log
of the ‘NC-4” will write the first chapter
in the history of a great accomplishment.
When ‘he first trial of the steam loco: motive,
he steamboat, the submarine
cable, the telephone, and wireless were
; made, the public of their day, including
many learned men, united in an expectaj tion of failure. While the dangers and
obstacles of the ocean flight were realized
; and considered, there was a general hopefulness that the effort would succeed, for
we had several years’ history of sustained
j! flights over-land, while in the other experiments named they were the initial
efforts.
When the log is completed, I fancy
| ocean flight will reveal more and greater
difficulties than the average layman anicipated and about what the best minds
in aviation expected.
Experts of course,
hoped that the trial would show’ the flight
not to inciude as many contingencies as
feared. Jt may fairly be said the difficulj ties,
while of course not insurmountable,
j are sufficient, and sufficiently established,
i to demonstrate that regular passenger
The
I service is still a long way ahead.
may be w’orked out in two or
j weaknesses
j three years, whi ;h would be an amazingly
| short time, but the probabilities would
; not seem to warrant any immediate hope
of regular service. Only those who have
I crossed the ocean can grasp the magniof the mechanical requirements.
: tude
I The final ocean plane will probably show
j as manced a difference from the best
| planes of today as an ocean steamship
from a river steamboat of the best
j differs
class. 1 he transatlantic plane will sure
! come to pass, but the builders realize a
lot of hard work lies betw’een that day
! and this.
For the present, then, let us all rejoice
j
i in that permissible and modest pride
which
Commander Towers and his brave
|
associates Lave so grandly won for us.

j

j

|

|

■

■

sealed in

—

Protected, preserved.
The flavor lasts l

SK
to get
a

for. and be SURE
WRIGLEY’S.

It’s in

sealed package, but look

for the name-the Greatest
Name in Goody-Land.

to either of the countries

mentioned, would it he permissible to
I understand
carry a rifle or two?
that both are big game countries and
are
only semi-civilized. I have several high-powered rifles and wouid like
to be allowed to carry at least one, if
not two.”
Another, determined not to let
“Jerry" “get away with anything just
because his own duties were to be nonon

the

Side.

“What is the chance of doing a little fighting on the side, if I am in the
front line, trenches or open?
In other
words, if I am carrying in a casualty
or passing out cigarettes and a Boche
takes a shot at me, can I shoot back,
or will I have to let him get away?"
One secretary from a Western State
said that a woman called on him before he left to go overseas. She had
heard that some rare ferns grew in
No Man's Land and she wished he
would dig up a few and send them to
her.
"Like most preachers," said one recommendation. “he is used to giving
orders rather than taking them.
Another comment was. “He is perfectly
honest, but highly educated."
This
was cited as an eccentricity of char"He sometimes toils the truth
acter.
when he should have said nothing."
Other "eccentricities” included being a
bachelor and being “a lawyer and redheaded.”
One applicant gave his 'build'’ as
“Sootch-lrish.”
Another, under “positions held," wrote:
“Have
always
worked in the employment of myself.”
Under
“use of
intoxicants?”
were
found these notations by applicants:
“Not as intoxicants,” “Do
not
use
them—except rarely,” “Total abstainer. dry as punk.”
The motives of one
applicant for entering the work were
given as “For the sake of humanity,
and making his expenses.”

Will Soon

Be

prepared by ordering

FARWELL BROS., Thorndike, Me.,
OR

THEIR

Empire Milking Machines
Alamo Electric

Lighting Plants
Water Systems, Gasoline Engines
FOR SALE BY

A, E.

on

CHASE

Let

us

figure

on your neeas

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

nineteen,
Belfast, in the
ADACountyBUTTERFIELD
of Waldo and State of Maine,
of

re-

spectfully libeiB and gives this Honorable Court
to be informed: that she was lawfully married
to Frank B. Butterfield of Portland, in the
County of Cumberland and State of Maine, at
Boston, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. on the twenty first day of May, A. D.
1917, by Albert Corey, Esq., a Justice of the
Peace duly authorized to solemnize marriages,
and since said marriage has conducted herself
towards the said Frank B. Butterfield as a
faithful, chaste and affectionate wife; yet the
said Frank B. Butterfield, wholly unmindful of
his marriage covenant and duty, since said
marriage has wantonly and wilfully re used to
provide suitable food and clothing for your
libelant, although being of sufficient ability so
to do; that since said marriage said Frank B.
Butterfield has been addicted to gross and confirmed habits of intoxication from the use of
intoxicating liquors; that said Frank B. Butterfield on divers days and times, to wit, on
the first day of November, A. D. 1918, at Chattanooga, Tenn., and on d vers other days and
times and places since said intermarriage and
the filing of this libel has committed the crime
of adultery with divers lewd women whose
names are to your libelant unknown.
Your libelant avers that she has resided in
the State of Maine in good faith for more
than one year prior to the commencement of
this divorce proceeding.
Your libelant further avers that the residence of said Frank B. Butterfield is not known
to her and cannot be ascertained by reasonable

LWICHT P. PALMER- CWEN EFOTFEFS

Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matri-

mony

now

existing

purchasing elsewhere
BUZZ ELL,
Justice of the Peace.

H. C.

STATE Or MAINE.
Waldo, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation.
BELFAoT, June 2dro, A U. 1919.
Upon the annexed writ and libal, u is ordered by me. the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by

>

To the Honorable Justices of the Suprem
Judicial Court next to be hjlden at Belfast
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
fourth Tuesday of September, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
M

before

I

diligence.

...

COMPANY,

BROOKS, MAINE.

Paris (By Mail)—The most serious
worries of the new Czecho slovak Re
public are the food situation and Bolshevism, the latter partly resulting
from the former and partly from Mag

STRAW HATS

AGENT,

BROWN, Brooks, Maine.

E. E.

SLOVAK REPUBLIC.

yar propaganda, according to Irving
D. Kimball of Lowell, Mass., a Y. M.
C. A. secretary from Prague who is In
Paris ftr supplies.
Food
from
the
United
States,
brought in under the direction of Herbert Hoover, already is relieving noticeably the food shortage, Mr. Kim
ball says, and the Y. M. C. A. is doing
much to minimize Bolshevism.
Whan the first army cf Czecho-Slovak troops who had bten with the
French entered Prague January 3, Mr.
Kimball, who had been with tthe
Foyer du Soldat, was with them, and
now twelve Y. M. C. A. huts, directed
by Mr. Kimball and E. J. Wright oi
Oklahoma, are in operation in Bohemia.
Besides furnishing army athletics, reading and
rooms,
writing
cinema and entertainment features,
those huts maintain a systematic educational campaign against Bolshevism,
so effective has this campaign
proved
that the Czechoslovak army has arranged with the Y. M. C. A. to increase
its number of centers from twelve to
fifty during the present year.
The
plans call for fifty new centers by the
last of July,

a new

OF

—

England Kan Reports
Progress in Russia.

Be Here

Deering or McCormick
Mowing Machine

FIFTY NEW “Y” CENTERS
PLANNED FOR CZECHO-

New

Time

Haying

1

li,,

Sold By

of its goodness

wrote:
go

Fighting

BELFAST CHAUTAUQUA JULY 29-AUGUST 2/INCLUSIV:

d Sister Dolliif in
h r, Mrs. Dodge ot
••

Yours

All

combatant, inquired:

SECOND DAY ATTRACTION

Mrs.

potamia,

Joy!

'v
■

much
otherwise.”
When approximately 150,000 per
sons volunteered to go overseas for
the Y. M. C A., 20,000 were chosen.
Some of the “recommendations” that
applicants got had as much humor as
truth—and vice versa.
Among the responses and confessions were the unconscious bits of
humor that relieved the tension of the
drama of “Y” mobilization. And now
that the crisis is past the curtain is
lifted on these comic interludes.
There 3tands revealed the minister
who, according to one of his references, "plays in a band and uses Ms
horn to social advantage otherwise."
Here is another who won this com
“A smalltown preacher is!
pliment:
too often a gloom-dispeller,
1
is the opposite."
One would-be “Y”
was
recommended
because
secretary
"his right leg is about an inch shorter j
than his left leg. Would use this man
because of his ability to meet men on
their own level."
“It any further information is desired," ran a letter commending the j
secretary of one of the leading mission
boards of the country, “I shall be glad
to give it. I hope he will be able to
get his passport at an early date as it
will be for the good of the country to
have him go as soon as possible.”
One candidate, facing the prospect
of being sent to Vladivostok or Meso-

but-j

The triumphant return to the audiences
that so long have laughed with

Quimby

and treasurer

tary

i
'

Here Is Real Joy !

viz

instructed to
to her splendid
loyalty to the

ur

at V
$2 20

Cents

along

vas
ise
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votings from the
Althea G.

Save

--.

was

boys,

our

and

’-jT

i”

or

\

FIFTH DAY ATTRACTION

very visitor that
true” from each

in

package

"What can you say of
home
his
life?"
“Ideal. He is a bachelor.”
“What, if any, special weakness ot
character has he?"
“He owns a Ford.”
“What are his qualifications for re-

appointed Mrs.
secretary pro tern.
wo county officers
were present.
.gram as arranged
nd

shovx

sealed

Mrs. Annie M.

v,

p\

In the

the convention to

:

t<*

WRKjLEYS

publishing

abstract

an

attested copy of the

same, or an

thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the C -unty of Waldo, the la t pibncutior. to be
sixty days at leas: before the next
term of said
Court, to he hidden at Belfast,
Maine,within and for said County, >n the fourth
Tuesday of September next, that he may then
and there appear in said Court and answer
thereto, if he see fit."
3w26
CHARLES J DUNN,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A

true copy

of libel

thereon.

Attest:

Dr.

and

order

of

notice-

JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

Hester Brown,

OSTEOPATH,
Odd Fellows Block, Belfast,Me..
Tel. 247-3.

Res. 265-11

Office hours 10 to 12; 1 to 4.
Other hours by appointment.

TO LET
An eight room house with bath on
Union street; also a large garage. AU
modern conveniences. Apply to
23tf

MRS. J. W. JONES,
33 High Street

between her and the said

Frank B. Butterfield and that she may be allowed to resume her maiden name.
(Signed) ADA M. BUTTERFIELD.

Personally appeared the above named Ada
M. Butterfield and made^oath that the allegations contained in the above libel by her signed are true, before me, this twenty-third day
of June, A. D. 1919.

Sla bs and Sawdust
FOR SALE

At Milton Hills’

Mill,

Upper Bridge, Belfast.

24tf

STOCKTON

MEDICINAL ROOTS, HERBS,
BARKS AND BERRIES

Mr. L. A. Gardner spent last week in
Boston.

alteratives, tonics and

other

Ar.d

that

health-giving ingredients

SPRINGS.

are

his

luto.

vuai ica

Liiuci

tuun.

last

wccit

William Avery, Miss Mabel Simmons and the Misses Mary and Harriet D.
Hichborn to Belfast. Mr. Emery is somewhat improved in health and has walked
across the street recently with assistance.

Hadley
join
July
recommended in the best niedi 1 wife
Mr. Walter Kimball arrived from Brookin Wilton, Maine, for a week’s visit.
books, are combined in Hood’s Sarline, Mass July 4, to visit his sister, Miss
the
Mrs.
Bell
from
arrived
blood,
Mabel
F. Simmons and daughter. Miss
Mary
It
builds
recently
up
saparilla.
the Massachusetts to visit her sister, Mrs. Frances Kimball. He left for home on
improves the appetite, invigorates
and Mary Corliss.
Monday, accompanied by Miss Frances,
digestion, tones the stomach
who will return later to be again with her
so as to promote
Miss
Millie
of
is
Stevens
the
nerve
Troy
guest
strength
gives
merit- of her brother and wife, Dr. and Mrs. aunt.
permanent good health. Has
Little Miss Alice,Verrill has returned
ed and held the praise of three gen- George A. Stevens.
from a visit of several weeks’ with her
erations. You should give it a trial.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Clifford and chilMrs. Charles Rogers in Searsport.
As a gentle thorough cathartic j dren went to Dixmont on the 4th for a aunt,
While there she assisted in an entertains Pill;.
; visit with her sister.
many recommend llood
ment given by the Kanetota Girls, giving
Scott left

4th to

North Waldo Pomona

Miss Evelyn Pitcher of Boston and
Sandypoint visited Miss Louise Shute
several days last week.

of
A large and enthusiastic gathering
met
the patrons of North Waldo Pomona

Mrs. James Treat and Mrs. Bion B.
Sanborn went to Milo, June 30, to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat.

at the hall of Comet Grange, Swanville,
June
for the regular meeting Wednesday,

Worthy Master O. R. Dow

presided

and

the chaplain being absent, past chaplain
station.
W. J. Matthews filled the vacant
and a
After the usual opening exercises

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ames, with Mrs.
Frank Jackson as guest, motored to Belfast June 28th, where they remained until
the following day with Mr. and Mrs. Eben
Hatch and then went to Augusta, calling
on Mrs. Truman GrilFin and returning by
way of Rockland, Camden and Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Hichborn of
Portland arrived in their car on the afternoon of July 4th, and were guests of
his sisters, Mary and Harriet Hichborn,
in his old home, leaving on Sunday morning for their return trip. The family enjoyed an auto ride to Belfast and Swan
Lake returning via North Searsport on

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Moore of Camden were the guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Batchelder, recently.

the choir, representatives
following granges reported:
Granite
The Ladies’ Aid of the Universalist
Sunrise, Morning Light, Comet,
were favor- Church is invited to meet this (Thursday!
All
reports
and Sebastieook

selection by
from

the

afternoon with Mrs. Frank Jackson.

able.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Clifford of Winthrop
special guests and received a hearty
welcome. After a brief business session
received the ina class of 21 candidates
structions of the degree of Pomona.
and the
A recess was taken at this time
were
visitors and newly-initiated members

The Rev. George R. Boom of Woodfords aud Portland preached in the Universalist Church last Sunday very ac-

were

conducted

the dining hall where

to

ceptably.
Miss Virginia Moore of Camden visited
her mother, Mrs. Ida Moore, recently
She is taKing a course in Rockland commercial school.

an

abundant dinner was served.
in the
The meeting was reassembled
by
sung
was
“America”
and
fifth degree
of II. D.
the choir under the direction
a
Farnham, who has recently organized

a
The lecturer announced uiai.
extime would lie devoted to memorial
and the names o£ the deceased

were

deposited

flowers

read and the lady steward
on

the aitar.

The choir

and Alsaug “Jesus, Saviour, Pilot Me,”
berta Nickerson recited “Crossing the
Ida
Bar.” A reading. “Sometime,” by
the selection
with
followed
was
Varney,

“Beautiful Isle of Somewhere,” by Mrs.
H. D. Farnham and W. B. Farnham. The I
exercises were concluded with the Lord’s
prayer.
Mr. Cliffoul

Mrs. Angie Mudgett, Mrs. Rufus Mudgett and little granddaughter, Ada Rox
anna Colcord, were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. R. Hichborn on an auto ride to
visit Mr. and Mrs Foster Crocker and little son of Fort Kent, who were visiting
%r. and Mrs. Edwin M. Crocker in Belfast.
Mr. Crocker is a member of the
Normal School of Aroostook county.

Capt. Herbert L. Rawding was much
gratified I y the arrival of his new car on

Mr. Earle Gardner, who has been spending several weeks with his mother, Mrs.
Carrie A. Gardner, left last Saturday to
return to his place in Boston.

Alice Nickerson extended fraternal
First Lieut.
of Granite
greetings and A. Stinson
his discharge
of the visi- July 4th to
Grange responded in behalf
mother, Mrs
tors.

ercises,
members

Saturday.

the 4th-a Nash—for which he had been
sometime waiting.

community chorus in Swanville.

introduced at this
most excellent address,

was

time and gave a
“The Cost.” He
taking for his subject,
his remarks with a stirring

Lester Bragg has received
from the army and arrived
spend some time with his

Ralph Bragg.

Miss Mel Vina Patterson ol Washington,
D. C., arrived from Portland last week,
and is the guest of Capt and Mrs. Frank
Patterson for the summer.
Mrs. Will Avery left by auto with Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. Lawrence July 3rd, to enjoy the celebration at Eastport the following day, returning home last Sunday.
Mrs. J. Frank Frye arrived July 2 and
spending a week with Mrs. Charles
Bridges, after which she will be with Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Staples for the summer.
is

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barnes, who have
occupied the upper floor of Mrs. Carrie
A. Gardner’s house during the winter,
have moved to their home at Prospect

Ferry.

Mrs. Percy Merry ot New York arrived
Monday for a few days’ visit with her
continued with a brief sisters, Mrs. Eleanor Colcord and Mrs.
grange talk and
at the home of the
country’s history from the George Robinson,

prefaced
resume

of our

to the present
era he
as he reviewed each
the price that must always

landing of the
time, and

Mayflower

dwelt upon
for right.
be paid for freedom and
paying a glowing tribute

closed by

former.

Mr. and Mrs A.rthur Colburn and little

daughter of Natick and aunt, Mrs. Freeman of Winterport, came Saturday for a
He visit of several days with Mr. and Mrs.
to

thousands

I Ms.EpisioH
upon

Alvah Treat.

in the late war.
those who paid the price
A piano
Mrs. Clifford made remarks.

Mrs. Edith Spaulding, who has been
the guest of her son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Page Spaulding, St “The Anchorsolo by Ruby Gray received hearty ap- I age,” left for her home in Beverly, Mass.,
to an encore.
she
responded
and
last Saturday.
plause
Minnie Thayer was called upon and reClifford Staples and wife of Portland
cited a humorous selection which was arrived July 2nd to visit his paternal
Home
the
“Keep
The
song,
grandmother, Mis. Horace Staples, after
followed by
a ten davs’ stay with hismaternal grandFires B rrn g,” b> several young ladies.
mother in New Brunswick.
Are we as a grange assisting
I
The Odd Fellows are in hopes to secure
was opwe
should?
as
t ie coun’ > agent
Rev. Ashley A. Smith to give them a
discussed by
e.iec by C. C. Clements and
special sermon from the pulpit of the
A 1 Nickerson, J. W. Nickerson, E. E. I niversalist Church on Sunday afternoon
Notice later in the postoffice.
B. next.
Devis, C. M. Moore, Mr. Clifford, O
Mr. Frank Hopkins motored to Rockwas an interIt
others.
several
and
Dow
land July 1st to meet his father, Mr.
est ng discussion, and nearly all speakers Nathan Hopkins of
Rockland, Mass., who
expressed the opinion that the grange came to spend the Fourtii with him. He
should become more activ e in promoting was accompanied on the trip to Rockland
by Miss Ruth Merrithew.
the work of the several organizations in
At a parish meeting of the Universais
I
iboring.
agent
the
county
which
list society held July 2nd, a committee
was
The last number of the program
was appointed to arrange, if possible, for
D. and W. supplying the church with a
music, v iolin and piano, by H.
pastor, resident in the village, which is the great
B. Farnham.
need of the present hour.
A committee was appointed to make
Auin
iield
meeting
a
for
arra agements

The marriage of Walter Simpson and
Miss Ethel Arnold took place in Belfast
on the evening of June 29th, the ceremony being performed by Rev. T. J.
O’Mahoney of the Catholic Church. The
groom is a native of Boston and has been
for two years the master-builder at the
SanUypoint shipyard. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Arnold
of Cape Jellison.

use

Ee s~re that
strength.
buy Scott’s Emulsion.
Bloomfield, Iff.
J.

Scott & Bowne,

sung by al’.
Clara D. York

Miss Ruth M. Ames was the guest of
of
her sister, Mrs. Mertie Harriman
North Searsport, last week.

agent.

Mi. Milton M. Leonard had green peas
f or sale July 4th>.
Mr Philip Holmes of Salem, Mass., is
visiting at Mrs. Mary A. Staples’.
J. E. Ellis has moved his mill to Monroe
where he has a lot of lumber to saw
Miss Nina Webb is spending a few
weeks with relatives in Boston, Mass.
Mr. Frank W. Gibbs has purchased
Overland Car of A L. Croxford of Monan

roe.

Mrs. Howard Webb has moved into the
A. E. Chase Co. house on the Hall hill
road.
Mr. Ralph Gullifer of W'aterville spent
the holiday with Dr. A. E. Kilgore and

Worthy

ENTIRELY

The Misses Hilda and Theo Lane, who
have employment in Athol, Mass., arrived in town Friday night to spend a
vacation with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Otis W. Lane.

Make

A fine five-reel picture featuring Emmy
Wehlan in “Sylvia on a Spree” was shown
to a large crowd at Crockett’s Theatre
Saturday night, also more Pathe News
ami another episode of Eddie Palo in
“The Lure of The Circus.”

Mrs. A T. Gay anil son Elwood of
Auburn are visiting Elijah Gay.

Miss Abbie Knowlton of Belfast spent
the week-end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Knowlton and family,
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Kenney of Bath spent
few days with their daughter, Mrs.
a
Roscoe E. Webber and family, recently.
Miss Margaret Sargent of Monroe was
the guest of Willard S. Jones and family
at “Bide-a-wee” cottage, Randall Pond,
over the Fourth.
Cook of Waterville
spent Saturday night and Sunday with
his mother, Mrs. Mabel Cook, at. “The
Oaks,” Randall Pond.
Thomas R

Mr. Willard S. Jones and family, Mr.
Percy H. Grant and family and Mrs E.
S. Roberts spent the holiday at their
cottages at Randall Pond.
Miss Christine A. Jones, who has employment in Washington, D. C., is spending a fifteen days’ vacation with her parents, Mr. Willard S. Jones and family. 0

Dance Music

Mr. and Mrs. Harrington Carter of
New York are guests of Mr. aud Mrs. E.
L. Gay,
Mrs. Loren W. Howard

recent

a

was

The impulse Lo dance is spontaneous I
tation of the joy o' life that needs some
means of expression than is provided bv spot
to wait two weeks for a formal dancing p
that fine edge of impulse, and that is why tin
renders an otherwise unobtainable service lo

guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. RosWhitcomb in Waldo.

coe

and daughter
Mrs. Saxon Huckins
Gladys of Lowell, Mass., were last week
guests of Mrs. L. W. Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O Clement and C. H.
were
visiting
Clement of Pittslield
friends in town over the Fourth.

send

Mrs. W. W. Lunt, with her daughter
Harriet and her nephew, Volney S. Gilpatrick of Marblehead, Mass., are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson.

And—here as in every other branch
the Victrola offers you the BEST.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reynolds, Mrs.
Abbie M. Watts of Waterville with
Harry Watts of Hallowed were guests
over the Fourth, of Clarence Thompson.

Beside the dancers themselves, there
vital factors to be considered the music
and you KNOW that your music is right
vided by the Victrola. It is easy enough. (
engage an orchestra (at considerable exp
stated times) which will furnish entireh
music; but—the Victrola? It gives ycu th
music by the most accomplished orchestras
when the music is good enough, people
mat or in a city street.
on a rubber
■

MRS. BLANCHE D. WELLMAN

Blanche D., wife of Nathan Wellman,
died at her home in Belmont July 4th,
aged 48 years and 12 days. She was born

four friends call of a winter e\
lo roll back the rugs and d
than
ing simpler
nothing more beneficial from mem

at 2 p. m., under the direction of Dr. T.
N. Pearson of Morrill with Rev. Nathan

WITH YOUR KIDNEYS

j

No need to rent a hall, engage an
Yon may dance when
out invitations.
tion seizes you. You may dance the kind
the mood of the moment may suggest for
or as short a time as you may wish.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Davis, Miss
Alice Davis, and Mrs. D. C. Cain fiom
Taunton, Mass., are at D. C. Cain’s.

OLD AGE STARTS

Three

or

tafniv

Hunt of Morrill officiating.

viewpoints.
orchestra

j

Having opened

my

as

metropolitan

I
1

you may dance to the musi
you would if you lived in

Then, too,

1
1

cities.

Let us play for you the latest dance m
to you that the Victrola is the best of all for

up-to-date |

Undertaking Parlors

WILLIAM L. LUCE,
14

Main Street,

No. 60 Main Street,

prepared

am

day

night,

or

to answer

calls,
and

Belfast

in

Tel. 61-3,

or

Bella
TELEPHONE 234

rKj \ j

61-11.

Wm. L. COOK.

Im25

i

i

OllXUU IlXIX)! IL6f)J)

|

i

V

All of our courses of study are arranged to meet the edur

Automobile
Owners

RETURNED SOLDIER
who had not completed his education when the call to arms

a

BANGOR

PORTLAND

OF

Everything

has gone up in

price

the last few

years—everything

save

securities.

Right today your money

can earn

larger

Belfast and Vicinity

security of the highest degree of safety—Central Maine Power
Company 7% Cumulative Preferred Stock—is available to Maine investors,
so long as the present limited issue lasts, at $107.SO a share.
A

The Banks’ Gat

J. A FOSTER

returns than it has been able

to for years.

wishes to announce to the public
that he has opened a general repair
shop in the Curtis Garage on Plnenix Row, with entrance on High
Street through driveway between
Memorial Building and Ben Field’s
store, where he is prepared to do all
3w26*
kinds of auto repair work.

PUBLIC CARS
We give you service.

|

Accessories, Storage.
Telephone

It is not the easiest time in the world to save money, but what you
In a relatively brief time stocks arid
save will surelv work hard for you.
bonds, it is believed, will advance materially in price; while money will not
When that comes high class securities will cost you more and
be so dear.
the return will consequently be lower.

Why not

secure

Centtal Maine Power

Company

stock now, to net

you 6
An

Automobiles1
short notice

at

STABLE

employee

can

take your order

or

it

can

be sent in direct.

Bay Electric

Co. is

Administrator’s

a

part

FOUR YEAR OLD RED COLT. Sound,
gentle, good driver. Also 2 new milch
HOLLIS CLARK,
cows and calf.
Hall’s Corner Road.
2w27

Dr. A. M. Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

authorized by the devisees under the
Israel Woodbury, late of Morrill, deceased, to receive sealed bids for all or for
each of the several parcels of real estate owned by said Israel Woodbury at the time of his
decease, except the homestead.
All bids must be in my hands on or before 2
o’clock p. m., Monday, July 21, 1919, and are to
be then opened by me at the office of Dunton
& Morse, in Belfast, Reserving the richt to
but sales, if
accept or reject any or all bids,
made, will be made to the highest bidder.
I am
will of

FORSALE

27tf

LOS I

Sale of Real Estate.

ISRAEL WOODBURY ESTATE.

Central Maine Power Company
Of which the Penobscot

FOR GOOD VALUES
Church Street, Next Door to National
GEORG IE L

the

Windsor Hotel

BELFAST.

331-11

Visit the Kiddies' Sh*

WASHED
on

Nv

SATISFACTION.

It nets 6\°!o

Sunday.

Miss Caroline M. Streeter was the guest
of friends in Knox W ednesday afternoon
and Thursday of last week.

Street, Belfast, Maine.

CENTER MONTVILLE.

PROMPTNESS.

A large crowd from the village attended the dance at Littlefield’s pavilion the
night of July 4th.

SHOP

j

and Sarah (Patterson) Dickey. The funeral was held at her late home Sunday

Savings Earn Wages

FREE

BOOT

18-20 Main

a

appointment NOW

an

WEBBER

The five-reel feature “The Eagle” with
Monroe Salisbury, shown at Crockett’s
Theatre Wednesday evening of last week,
was a
fine typical western mining piay
and greatly enjoyed by all. The latest
war
news
that can be obtained, also a
line two-reel comedy were shown.

of the American Dollar

Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Littlefield of
Belfast called on R. J. Kenny and family

Mr.

Specialties for the Relief
Correction of all Foot Ailments.

Mrs. Olive Ward and children, Helen
and Maurice of Thorndike, spent a few
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Forest K. Roberts and family recently.

family.

The farmers in and around the village
have begun their haying and are reporting
a large crop.

14th to 16th

in Lincolnville, the daughter of Charles

For over 200 years GOI./D MEDAL
Haarlem Ofl has been
relieving the
weaknesses and disability due to adIt
is a standard oldvancing years.
time home remedy and needs no introduction. GOL.D MEDAL Haarlem Oil is
Inclosed in odorless, tasteless capsules
containing about 5 drops each. Take
them as you would a pill, with a small

store

to demonstrate Dr. Scholl’s

vicinity.

Let Your

be in attendance at this

JULY

Mr. Lawrence E. Jenkens of Waterville spent the holiday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton E. Jenkens, returning to his work Monday.

:

Win, R Lane is at work for the Bangor
as

Will

Mr. George Miller and son Owen, who
have employment in Bath, arrived home
July 3rd for a few days’ vacation.

swallow of water.
The oil stimulates
the
kidney action and enables the
organs to throw off the poisons which
cause premature old age.
New life and
strength increase as you continue the
treatment.
When completely restored
continue taking a capsule or two each
day. GOLD MEDAL l aarlem Oil Capsules will keep you in health and vigor
and prevent a return of the disease.
Do not wait until old age or disease
have settled down for good. Go to yom
druggist and get a box of G< >LD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules.
Money
refunded if they do no: help you. Three
Hut remember to ask for Unsizes.
original imported GOLD MEDAL brand.
In sealed packages.

NEW YORK

FROM

brooks;

Mrs. Willard Griffin arrived from San j
SOUTH FREEDOM.
Francisco last Saturday for a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Everitt Staples. She was
Mrs. Callol Greeley and
and
accompanied by her two grandsons, ; Mr.
Charles Griffin of Alameda and Everett friends were in Belfast, the 4th.
Her trip was
Griffin of San Francisco.
Otis Harvey of Unity visited at Mr.
made to fulfill her promise to the young
and Mrs. Eugene Adams’ over Sunday.
people to bring them to the childhood
home of their respective fathers and
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Thurston have for
paternal grandparents. The young men their guest her brother, Mr. Chase from
have only words of praise for Maine and over seas.
Stockton.
They are welcomed by all
Myrtle Penney, Nora Wiggins and
relatives and friends of the family.
Gladys Davis have gone to Old Orchard
A happy party of young people includ- for the summer.
ing Miss Blanche Doe, the Misses Elsie
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Dyer from Lewisand Mabel Noble, the Misses Alice and
ton were week-end visitors at Mr. and
Josie LaFurley, Miss Mildred Berry, OrMrs. Eugene Grover's.
ville Simpson, Fred Haley, Victor Cola,
Mrs. dohn Nutter and Mrs. Charles
Ralph Moore and Robert Wardwell, went
to Verona Park July 3rd and returned Colby were callers at. Mrs. Emma BarkJuly 5th. Mrs. Grace Williams Britto er’s, Wednesday afternoon.
acted as chaperone
The party occupied
Mr. and Mrs.
Elbridge Griffin and
the roomy Emery cottage.
They <ye enGenevie visited with Mr.
thusiastic iu the praise of their chaper- granddaughter,
and Mrs. E. E. Adams, the 4th.
one, their great “good time” and very
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Rowell from
appreciative of the kindness of Messrs.
Alvah Treat and Albert Ames, who con- Washington, D. C. are visiting his parve>ed them by auto to and from the river [ ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Roweil and
boat at Sandypoint.
There are many calling on friends in town.
people now at the Park, the hotel being
Ernest Penny and sister Hazel went to
open, and the river furnishes ever-ending
Newton Highland, Mass., to visit their
amusement.
uncle, Lorin Penny. The former returned Monday with a Reo car, the latter
staying for an extended visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner A. Hall and two
children of Melrose, Mass., were guests
Miss Inz.a Boyd spent several days last
over the Fourth of his sister, Mrs. H. w.
week in Belfast, the guest of friends.
Healey.

Science says that old age begins with
weakened kidneys and digestive organs.
This being true, it is easy to believe
that by keeping the kidneys and digestive organs cleansed and in proper
working order old age can be deferred
and life prolonged far beyond that enjoyed. by the average person.

EXPERT

19-3

was

BROOKS.
Daily News

A FOOT COMFORT

you

gust and after the customary vo.te of
thanks to those who contributed largely
to the success of the meeting, it was
closed with the usual ceremonies and the
“Star Spangled Banner”

ANNOUNCEMENT

regular as clcw.-nO*» h.8 year
around. A rich tonic, L>csit s
abounds in elements inat contribute to the up-building of

as

reading, which called forth much commendation.

Miss Emma Hichborn spent the Fourth
in town with her sister, Miss Nellie, returning to Belfast Saturday morning.

|

As an aid to robustness, thousands

a

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gould entertained
their son, Russell Whitney and family of
Hampden, from July 3rd to 7th.

25th.

KEEP STRONG

Mrs.

JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administrator, with will annexed, of estate of
2w28
Israel Woodbury, deceased.

Deposit Book No. i
Company, Be
please return same to
T. FRAN
t rust

Belfast, July 7, t!'l<>

For Sale
SHORE COTTAC1
thirteen minutes walk

tre,
age.

very

For

lw27*

sightly, with

particulars

inn

BF.R1

!

Supt. E. E. Roderick went to Castine
Monday to attend the meeting of the
State Superintendents’ Conference.
Weather permitting, the W. C. T. U.
will have a piazza party on Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Annie M.

Three,

Three

Ninety

Ninety

Frost. Light refreshments will be served.
Two swarms of bees have taken up
their abode at the Court House and whoever gets their honey will pay a high
price for it in labor. One swarm arrived
there June 5th and the other a few days

Five

Five

Free Trial in Your Home

ago.

Take

Belfast relatives have received news of
the arrival of a son to Mr. and Mrs. William Seymour Gray of Providence, R. I.,
William Seymour, Jr. Mrs. Gray was
formerly Miss Natalie Maude Pottle of
Belfast.

Today and Thoroughly Test the EDEN
Electric Washing Machine in Your Home

during the last five months has
The health and bloom of this
due to a spraying preparation

and

soms

had 68.

plant is

toad of $5.00 is the price of these handsome
■ent Oxfords for Women, made on the new
-hionable drawn out last, with high Louis heels,
id year welted soles.
t

which will be put
near future.

on

cuffs, neckbands,

the market in the

fully and

They will give the foot that much wanted long
effect, and at the price, THREE .NINETYVE. every woman should be interested. Sizes
2 to 7, D widths only. Parcel post 6c. extra.

NEXT WEEK
DOLLAR SALE

He

has

the

A Free Trial in your own
home on your own washing—that’s our offer to you
for a brief period. We’ll be
glad to send you a brand new
1917 Eden Electric Washing
Machine. An expert demonstrator will cali and show you
how tc se it. K eep it awhile,
do a washing—test it as thor
oughly as you know how. If

badges, banks,

pledges, etc.,

at his office ready for distribution and will explain all about the
games and entertainments of this branch

he Dinsmore Store

of the leadiog event of this season.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Pepper have moved
to their former home in Madison.

TiK News of Belfast

Rockport.

\dvertisemen rs.

,rw

Mrs.

Store advertises patent
sale
omen for $3.95. Dollar

,re
A

his
t E. Andrews
in
overseas and is located
ready to deal in real
announces

Block

Repair Shop offers bargains
dioes.
shore
,rdon offers for sale
rooms.

e

nof State Assessors gives
22nd.
at Court House, July
1592
.st Co. advertises Book

ademy publishes card givifered.
il Theatre publishes a pictI'or the week.
•soot Bay Electric Co. makes
of electric irons for July,
advertise the 7 per cent preand a free trial of the Eden
:ng machine.
Luce, Inc., advertises the
,usic on the Victrola for your
\,

Jar

■

for Vic-eper & Co. are agents
■abia Grafonolas and a good
--rds.

Littlefield has moved liis
house
rway and has sold his
reet to Dr. Ernest S. Webber,
is family, will occupy it.
Cross has left yarn sufficient
■mfilers, one sweater and one

ks, also

shawl and sweater

a

Durham will be
this out to anyone who is

Mrs.

J. C.

help.
Hassner, who has been with
Hall, barber, for several years,
'he

room

block,

in the Howes

oupied by Elisha Sherman,
n a new shop as soon as the
are

is

done.

Boy Scouts, accompanied by
Dickey, went to Unity Monouting at Windermere Lake,

:

er

that afternoon the Scouts
Rand Camp in a score of 4 to 8.
me

boys

ist

Ralph

in the party:

Orland

Orchard,

Donald

Carroll Pottle, Carlton Read,
ah, Harold Staples, Earl Ness,

ndall, Guy Lowell,
and

Kenneth

Russell and

Calvin

Colcord,
Thomas

Gray,
Frank

Knight,

Bowen, Donald
rest Woods, Elmer Ellis, WilI.eander
Canning, Harold
k,
George
Randall, Vaughan
Herbert Rogers.
Read,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Peters and party
returned Sunday from a
camping trip in

Harry

Ada

E.

Wildes of the Wayside
House, High street, has had a new

lea

and very attractive
swing sign placed on
the tree near the main
entrance of the

house.

1 he electrical
shower of last Saturday
evening went in belts in
different sections
o
the city. It was
very heavy on Lin-

colnville

avenue, striking in several places
and putting the
electric lights and telephones out of commission.
The wind
blew a gale just before a

preliminary meeting.
^riAU

inL

hundred

son

for

rlCKETS.
Five
the
Chautauqua

will be sold at $2.20
each, after
that the price will be
$2.75. Last year
considerably over 500 tickets were sold
and as the attractions this
year are even
better than last the
committee expect a
ready sale of that number now'. Each
guarantor will have eight tickets to sell
and if they are not successful
in
course

disposing of them they will please report to
Chairman M. L. Slugg.
Mr. and Mrs.

tairteS
home

a

Edgar

Hanson enterfamily party July 4th at their
F.

Northport avenue, when Mrs.
Henry L. Lord, Miss Grace A. and Judge
Maurice W. Lord, Mr. Herbert F. Hanson and
family, Mrs. Hosea W. Rhoades
and family, Rudolph H.
Cassens, Mr
on

and
i|rs. 4 rank fl. Mayo were present.
Refreshments of fruit brought from their
home at Fort

Pierce, Fla.,

An

feature

unusual

of

were

served.

entertainment

during the evening was a bonfire
lawn in the rear of the house.

on

the

Riverside grange enHarvest grange last
Thursday evening with a large attendance....Oscar Thompson and son have
been visiting his brother, Arthur Thompson.... Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Milton and
POORS Mills.

tertained

two

Silver

children

Margaret

from

Wood

Portland, also Mrs.
guests Saturday of

were

and Mrs. Maurice Wood....Bernice
Ryan recently spent a few days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Ryan.,..Mrs.
Mr.

who

with Mr. and Mrs. Flood for
returned

home

R.
for

I.,
a

have been
some

time,

last

Dutch of the Naval

Tuesday... Alfred
Hospital, Newport,

is expected at H. H. Wentworth’s
short furlough.

house

on

was

in the C.

Cedar street.

F. ThompPersonal let-

ters

came frequently from their former
home in Madison urging them to return.

The United States

Treasury Dept.,

alter me

in

try-out you

appreciation of the efficient service rendered in all the Liberty Loan Campaigns,
has presented W. J. Clifford with a medai
In all Red Cross, Y. M. C. A., and other

many

D.

H.

Carter

announces

the

engagement of her daughter, Miss Edna
Virginia Curtis and Herbert Lord Rack
IilTe of Savannah, Ga., formerly of Old
The wedding will take place in
Town
Miss Curtis has been

the fall.

a

you

warn u

Keep it,

Come in and
to

student

for the past year and a half at the
Eastern Maine General Hospital, Bangor,

nurse

but has arrived home to prepare for her
She is a graduate of the B. H.

S. ’17.

try

an

The dancing carnival, under the direction of Thompson & Welch, in the Odd
hall

last

Wednesday

successful and

so

so

Donald
Wm. T,
his for-

The real estate of the late Israel Wood-

novelty
The piar-

bury of Morrill will be sold with sealed
bids by John R. Dunton, administracor,

as

musician.

to be received

on

or

before 2 p. m., Mon-

day, July 21st.

Friends of Lieut. Harry M. Woods,
who left Belfast with t le Waido County
draft in September, 1917, will be pleased
learn that he has re< eived his release
from service and has again been elected
as principal of Freedom Academy.
Mr.
to

Woods’ former successful record, coupled
with the broadening am. development of

The Universalist society enjoyed a wel
attended parish party last Tuesday evening The church will be closed until
September The church building will be

throughly repaired and renovated during
the summer.
The Sons of Veterans and their Auxiliary wish to thank the citizens for their
liberal contributions to the dinner served

his army experience, point to a continuand increase of the former success in Memorial Hall July 4th for the men rej
of the Academy under his direction.
turned from service in the late war.
ance

Sebastopol,
Journal,

The Afternoon Club of the Daughters
of Veterans will meet with Mrs. Fred N.

mentions the fact that, he misses his ole
friends and many relatives in Waldc
County and also says he w: observe his
We suggest
81st birthday, July 28th.

Savery Wednesday evening, July 16th,
and the July meeting of the Daughters
will be held in the evening

Mr.

A.

S.

I Calif., in

a

Littlefield

personal note

of
o

The

that he be given a post card shower with
real Maine messages. His box number is
263 and cards must leave here July 21st.

Littlefield has taught 42 terms of
school in Waldo Connty and has been a
member of the Monroe and Belfast Grand
Mr.

He has also been active in
Army Posts.
other lines of business.
In t

clean

campaign in the city'
nothing meets with more appre val than
the improvements made on High street
e

up

in front of the poster boards owned by
The Belfast Bill Posting Co. The ground
has been neatly graded and flower beds
made, park benches painted to corresto the mouldings on the poster
have been placed for he convenience of visitors while waiting fer the
Work was done
transportation cars.
under the direction of W. J. Clifford;

pond

boards,

in stock.
1-2 pints, pints,
quarts, 2 quarts

Fred D. Jones

Company

evening

and the best of d3nce music.
st distinguished Inmseif as an acrobat
as a

Try
own

well attended

that it will be repeated later.
Thompson is the son of the late
Thompson and well known here,
The jazz band was a
mer home.

well

tor

demonstration and arrange
EDEN in your home.

Central Maine Power

wedding.

was

yuus

see a

Ralph I. Morse entertained a week-end
party in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Elon B.
Gilchrest, who are here from Grand
Rapids, Mich. The trip to Mr. Morse’s
cottage at George’s Lake, Liberty, was
made in autos.

Mr. Morse is

best and the hours

an

passed rapidly

J. L. Sleeper & Co.
AGENTS

FOR

VICTROLA8,
Columbia Grafonolas
With Good Line of Records

ideal

in this

72 MAIN STREET

beautiful place.
P:ans are being made for a benefit lawn
party to be given at the Girls’ Home early
! ir. August under the auspices of the diRalph Strout, one of the boys of the
Division, arrived for the 4th of July
| rectors of the Home and the Travellers' ! 26th
and
will remain with his parents, Mr.
comof
j
Club.
chairmen
The
|
following
! and Mrs. Frank B. Strout, until SeptemI mittees have been appointed: Decorating- | ber.
ing. Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore; transporAsa Torry Griffin of Lincoln Center
1 cation, James H. Rowes; entertainment, and Mrs. Abbie L. Clark of Belfast, were
Charles Bradbury; articles for sale, Mrs. united in marriage Wednesday afternoon
| C. M. Craig.
j at the residence of Chester Nelson, Lin_

f
|

Did You Ever
Bank By Mail

coln Center.
Capt. and Mrs. A. E. Andrews of FarmMr. and Mrs. S. P. Young and sons enIn all transactions, laige or small, which have
ington have leased the Stephenson cotEAST BELFAST.
last Sunday
tertained twenty guests
been executed through the mails with this bank,
tage on Allyn street for the summer and
and a lobster dinner was served. The
no depositor
later will take an up town rent. Just while the plants for the bens were donatMr and Mrs. George W- Davis spent guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Cread of
before war was declared Capt. Andrews ed by the merchants in the near vicinity. the Fourth in Bangor with relatives.
Greenville; Mrs. Odlin and five daughters
HAS EVER LOST A DOLLAR
Mrs. Verdick
opened an oflice in Odd Fellows’ block in
Miss Mary Woodbury has gone to her of Week’s Mills; Mr. and
Hiram P. Farrow, Esq., left Friday on
i McLane and daughter of Bangor; Miss
Interest from the first of each month
this city as the local agent of the George a business trip to Isiesbovo. Mr. Farrow cottage at Northpoit, known as the Moni Sarah Young of Dexter; Dr. and Mrs.
a few weeks.
on deposits or withdrawals is paid by
H. Chapin Farm Agency of Boston, an has at'his oflice in the Opera House block roe cottage, for
I McLane of Bangor; Mr. Downing of DexMiss Flora Burgess has arrived for her ter.
old and reliable firm.
He went into ser- an exceptionally line piece of work on
Mr. and Mrs. Young will stay a
THE LARGEST and OLDEST NATIONAL
a friend with
V
i week longer.
vice and saw 21 months’ service overseas which he is at present employed, a blue summer vacation, bringing
BANK in CENTRAL MAINE.
! her, Mrs. Fisher of Brockton, Mass.
with the I03d Infantry of the 26th Divis- print of Grindle’s Paint, Islesboro, now
During the thunder storm last Saturday
Lieu;. Commander Herbert E. Snow afternoon the barn of Samuel Smith was
ion.
When the armistice was signed he the property cf Otto Kahn, the wealthy
Complete details upon request.
arrived from France Monday and will struck by lightning. Mr. and Mrs. Smith
was transferred, at his own request, to New York banker.
About two years ago visit his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. N. j were in the barn at the time it was
FIRST NATIONAL GRANITE BANK
the aviation service as an observer and Mr
Kahn bought this land, some 65 Snow.
struck. Not knowing it struck so^ near
home
Smith
came
he
May
served as a flier until
j they went to the house, and as toMrsee
acres, beautifully located and as desirable
of Augusta, Maine.
the
! closed the door he happened
23rd. He was nine months at the front as any section of the island.
Recently
blaze coming from the roof of the barn.
and escaped without wounds, but was he wrote Mr. Farrow to survey the farm
He had seven head of cattle and one
slightly gassed. He has taken up hia into building lots and it is supposed that
horse, which were saved, but the harMr. and Mrs Henderson left. Saturday
nesses and a new mowing machine, a
Work here where he left it. See his ad- the land will be placed on the market
rake, seven thousand shingles and a lot for their home in Arlington, Mass., after COMMON VV1TGHHAZEL
vertisement.
that way.
barn
of new lumber which were in the
spending the past week with Mr. and
FINE FOR SORE EYES
There was a small insur- Harry Toothaker.
were burned.
The Woman's Hospital Aid and Club
The Liberty Light and Power Company
ance.
Mr. and Mrs. William Newcomb, Mrs.
will hold a fair in Memorial Hall on was oiganized June 23rd at Liberty. The
It is surprising how quickly eye inflamF. L. Toothoker, Miss Doris Sprague and
Wednesday, July 16th. The committees capital stock is $5,000; all common; nothmation is helped by common witchhazel,
Carrie Newcomb called on friends in
BELFAST
WEST
for the tables are as follows: baby arti- ing paid in; par value, $10; shares subHampden recently.
camphor, hydrastis, etc., as mixed in
cles, Mrs. E. L. Stevens, Mrs. A. M. scribed, 146. President is H. W. MathieMr. and Mrs. William T. Newcomb and Lavoptik eye wash. One elderly lady,
Levi Campbell spent July 4th with
Miss Doris Sprague of South Weymouth,
Lothrop, Mrs. Maine Hills; fancy table, son, Liberty; clerk and treasurer, J. P.
friends in Searsmont.
who had been trouDled with chronic eye
arrived Saturday for a short visit
Mrs. Elmer Small, Mrs. F. G. Mixer, Sanford, Liberty; directors, F. P. Dennett
and Geo. Lowell of Mont- Mass.,
Bert
Berry
J.
with Mr. Newcomb’s brother, S.
W. inflammation for years, was greatly help
Mrs. F. I. Wilson; apron table, Mrs.
Donald
Toothaker
4th.
F.
L.
Walker
of New York
of Liberty,
July
ville called on
We guarantee a small
Newcomb and sister, Mrs. Fred L. Tooth- ed in two days.
W. Ferguson, Mrs. Ralph Ames; food,
and Liberty, and Donald Mathieson, J.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hawks of Apple- aker.
bottle of Lavoptik to help ANY CASE
•Mrs. R. P. Coombs; candy, Miss Frances
ton were guests July 4th of Mr. and
A P.
Sanford, W. D. Ludwick, D. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Collins and weak, strained or inflamed eyes. AlumiAbbott; ice cream, Mrs. E. A. Wilson.
Mrs. Mervyn Perry.
McCurdy, W. J. Knowlton, W. A.
son Max returned Tuesday from a visit
short musical will be given at 4 p. m
num eye cup FREE.
Belfast Drug Co.,
B.
F.
who
has
been
W.
D.
by
Young,
made
Mrs.
Dyer,
Harriman,
Raymond
with Mrs. Collins’ parents in South Pefollowed by drawing the afghan
Sanfordj
16 Main Street.
all of Liberty.
two
weeks
Fred
house
the
and
the
to
can
help
past
Mallory,
confined
who
The
All
nobscot.
members of the Aid.
are to carry on a general busiit
with grippe, is improving.
by donating for the tables are assured or purposes
ness for the manufacture and furnishing
Geo.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Mrs. M. J. Collins and son Alphonso E.
and
Harcourt
will be greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Harry Clement and Mrs. Mary
Mr.
Artiekj
t. L. Ste- of electrical power and light in the town
and Mrs. Ralph Guthrie called on Mr. Thurston returned Tuesday from a visit will leave today for visits in Boston and
money can be left with Mrs.
of
Liberty.
Approved
1st.
July
and Mrs. Raymond Dyer, Sunday.
in Lynn, Mass.
r vens or Mrs. Elmer Small.
vicin^y.

y^

1000 Dozen

it 5

No obligation—in fact, it is favor to be allowed to make this demonstiation.
the Eden now—while our extraordinary offer holds good—lake it and use it in your
home and decide for yourself.

letters of commendation from the

chairmen of the various committees.
Mrs. P.

leei mat

Only $15.00 Down

kindred bodies Mr. Clifford gave liberally
of his poster advertising space and has

Fellows

lAUQUA

tickets

very

and their home

heavy downpour

of rain and hail.
For the particulars of
the Smith fire see East
Belfast news.
There will be a
meeting tomorrow,
'' "day
evening, July 11th, in the Municipal Court room to complete
the organization of the Belfast
High School Alumni
Association and to act on the
report of
the committees on
constitution and bylaws and on nomination of
officers. It
IS planned to
have the annual meeting
late in July or
early in August.
All former students are
urged to attend this

Jackson and children

f ruit Jars

They
pleasantly sitnaled here, the
doctor having an office on Main street,
were

quickly,care-

thoroughly—how

what you save is enough to
meet the small payments.

Supt. E. E. Roderick is chairman of the
Junior Chautauqua committee and wishes
all interested to call on him at the citybuilding.

Big Special Offer

much longer Eden washed
clothes last and how little it
costs to do a family washing
with the Eden—so little that

City Marshal M. R. Knowlton recently
brought to this office a medal about the
size of a silver half dollar. It is a six
pointed star within a circle and bears the
name of “Carl Tornsten,
Portland, Oregon, 1918.” It was found in the pocket
of a coat picked up in the street in this
city, evidently lost by a stranger.

n

of this

We want you to see how
simple the EDEN is to operate
—how it washes laces, blankets, jumpers, inside edges of

Mrs. Caroline W. Luce of this city has
parlor rose which has grown 6 feet
since January last, having now 16 blosa

THREE NINETY-FIVE

Advantage

Garbed in a pale yeliow organdie frock,
with apron and sash in white, a well
known dancer wore recently a sailor of
white organdie, the brim bound in black
patent leather and a half wreath of black
cherries and leaves ornamented the crown.
A |pinkhat of organdie formed a shirred
brim for a wide spreading shape edged
with Valenciennes frills and topped a
matching gown, worn by a fresh looking
Verona Clarke.
girl.

BEST MEDICINE
FOR WOMEN”
What

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound Did

Thousand

For Ohio Woman.
Portsmouth, Ohio.—“ I suffered from
irregularities, pains in my side and was
so

weua ai umes

I heir Parents Do Not

table

Compound
I

took

it

and it has restored
health.

my

It

is

certainly the best
iiicuiuuc

woman a

i«ji

aumeuis

1 ever

saw.”—Mrs. Sara Shaw, K. No. 1,
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this
medicine and wrote this letter in order
that other suffering women may tind
relief as she did.
Women who are suffering as she was
should not drag along from day to day
without giving this famous root and
herb remedy. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound,

Mrs. H. E. Chase has spent several days
in Pittslield.
John H. McKinley

was a

business caller

in Belfast, June 28.

Have

For special
trial.
advice in regard to such ailments write
to Lydia F Pinkham Medicine Co.,Lynn,
Mass.
The result of its forty years
experience is at your service.

i

Children

Know It.

Hatch’s.
who has been teach-

Lowell,
Mr.

Mass.

and Mrs. L. R.

Stevens and two

daughters, recently spent
Stevens’ parents, Mr.
Crosby of Kenduskeag.

Cry

a

day with Mrs.

and Mrs. Janies

“Wliai was it that Sherman said about
war?”
“That shell lire was hell i'.rc—Cartoons Magazine.

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTORIA

AU fHORITY ON RAILROAD PROBLEMS

IN

SALE

ARE FOR

BELFAST

BY-

Who by special arrangement has all the
patterns all the time.
jy NO WAITING TO SEND.

Petal Skirts and

Trimmings

Paris.

from

Organdie

Hats of

are

year,

staying

at

that the

and Net.

the nearby places this
resorts in town

smarter

patronized quite

as

well

as

......—--

Albert B. Cummins, Senator from Iowa, as new chairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, will be especially prominent at this session of Congress because ot pending legislation before the committee.
Senator Cummins has
been recognized as one ot : he foremost authorities on railroad regulation, ills views
on the railroad question wiii receive wide attention.

thing to record great popularity for the separate skirt, but this
year’s development outdoes in variety
and elegance any former showing in this
it is

no new

line.
The newest creation, straight from
Paris, is the “Petal” skirt. On a narrow,
short foundation, the material is arranged
in
overlapping petals that are slightly
fulled at the op, or occasionally laid in
tiny pleats where the material is thin.
A dress of black taffeta, with the skirt
made in this style, had a bodice composed
of biack and w lite net with just, enough

Oh,

caught

every

:

black Paradise that

passing breeze.
Ostrich

stomach

Those people who suffer with the distressing symptoms
attending chronic dyspepsia

taffeta to match the skirt and a bunch of !
carnations caught into the sash at tiie ;
waist WTorn with this was a hat of black
tulle with wisps of

nearly

a

to

tut

uigani^auun

mat

niaeav

provide entertainment tor the

Through

Skirts.

Separate

or

25.000 Americans stationed in Paris
and
the
thousands
of
permission
naires here, involves just such enter
prises. Mr. Franklin E. Edmunds. Di
rector of the Legal Department, tc
whose initiative and
foresight the
early development of the department
is due, selected John T. Donnell, o'
Los Angeles, present Director of the
Department, and H. X. Falk, of Minne
apolis, field repr%tentative, to whip
the situation into shape.

Transparent

they were
when war activities kept representative
Last year’s dressing
women in the city.
uniforms went
was of the simplest and
everywhere almost, while this year the
daintiest sort of feminine finery is worn.
are

francs,

The emblem of the Red Triangle
has bloomed on some of the most
splendid properties in France. Walk up
the famous Champs Elysee in Paris
and your eyes soon inform you that
the Y. M. C. A. has secured the w'»ll
known Palais de Glace for the recreation needs of Uncle Sam's
fighters,
some of whom may be seen daily playing baseball under the trees between
the palais and the avenue. Not many
know that the rental of this famous
skating rink which has been converted
into an auditorium and equipped with
canteens is given free to the Y. M. G.
A. by the city of Paris which owns the
property. The expenses borne by the
association are those
taxes, insur
auce ana other expenses of upkeep.

ors

! (Correspondence of The Journal.!
So many peoNEW TORR, July 7.

ple

4,347,700

million dollars.
In Paris alone it has
leased 38 properties whose approximate annual rental is 2,397.000 francs.

Hunting

Flower
Hints

yearly

Fringes.

Ositrich fringes edge flounces and scarfs,

will be interested to read the
following voluntary testimonial:_
”1 have kept the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine in tiie house
for over twenty years and have received
great benefit from it.
It does seem as though I could not
keep house without it.
In the past I have had a
bad
stomach
very
trouble, and could
hardly do my work. After taking a few bottles of the true “L.
F.” Atwood’s Medicine, I became much better.
My niece has
also been greatly benefited by it. We both are
willing to
recommend the medicine to all who need a
remedy for dyspepsia and constipation.”
Mrs. C. S. Dunning,
R F. D. No. 2,
North Harpswell, Me.
Get a bottle today, or write for a free
sample. “L. F.” Medicine
Portland, Me,

the courtesy of the citi
zens of Aix-les-Bains the rental of the
magnificent Casino 'here—the recrea
iional center in the largest leave area
of the A. E. F. in France—has beer,
given free to the Y. M. C. A. It has
not been possible however for the “Y’
to secure without rental any other ol
the chain of famous casinos at Monte
Carlo, Nice, Cannes and Menton, the
securing of each of which has involved
a task of three months of negoliations
Unlike Americans the French have
a custom of taking a complete inveu
tory at the time the property 13 leased
and a second inventory at the tormina
tion of the lease on the basis of which
the depreciation is figured,
in the of
ficial inventory, for instance, of the
Enlisted Men's Club at 21 Avenue Mon
taigne—a beautiful hotel built by Na
poleon for the wife of one of his Gen
erals—are brocaded chairs valued al
5.000 francs each.
This bui ding, bj
the way, housed the first, adn.inistra
tion offices of the “Y”.

his leg
was
at Chateau Thierry by
the
prompt and fearless action of a Y. M.
C. A. secretary, is the statement of
Capt. Walter VV. Austin, 47 School
6t., Biookline, Mass., who has just received his discharge from
the
3rd
Po\, 104th Inf., 26th Division. Tire
"f“ man is T. B. Lathrop,
pastor o
the
1st
Congregational church in
B an ford, Conn., a church which is

for

celebrate its
275th anniversary. Mr. Lathrop returned in January alter nearly a year of service
With the Yankee Division in the
front lines, and marched with his men
in the parade, April 25th.
For his
soon

Infants

stre

gth.

©astoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil
gorie, Drops ami Soothing Syrups. It contain*
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic stibstain
more than thirty years it has been inconstant n
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, \Vin«l
Diarrhoea; allaying JFeverishness arising ti
and by regulating the Stomach and Dowels, an
siinihition of Food; giving healthy and natm
The Children’s Funacca—The Mother’s Friend.

to

|

conspicuous valor at the fleid dressing station on the outskirts of Tourcy
Mr. Lathrop has been recommended
for the Distinguished Service Cross by
Major James H. McDade, also of the
3rd Battalion, who will return next
week to his former position in the
advertising department of the Boston
Transcript.

Sn

For Over 30

Use

_THE

CENTAUR

COMPANY.

for

us

flavor

i

rid

the

greatest food
make
it in your
value,
own home with

Hie

oru narration,
104th Infantry
forward on July 18, 1918. at two
o'clock in the morning.
The towns of
Tourcy and (lievry were taken from
the Hermans in our advance that day.
I was wounded at about live o’clock
in the morning by a high explosive

went

shell, a fragment of which passed
through both thighs, tearing the led
leg badly. I was taken from the field
by the stretcher bearers to a aressmg
station in charge of Capt. Kirkpatrick, M. C. of Lynn. He had raised
the flag of the army Red Cross over a

Summer
Comforts |

K & W Screen Doors and Windows
will keep the flies from keeping
K & W Lawn Swings

V^AA^AA^AflA

i

W ATJ I J | AC

culvert under the road. The
|
Roche observers had spotted the flag
and the place was under a terrific and
constant shell fire day and
night. Fortuntely there were no direct hits during the time Capt. Kirkpatrick was
stationed in the culvert,
nearly 4S !
hours.
“When I was brought in there were
16 other cases lying on the earth under a stone arch where the doctor

working by candle light.
If it
had not been dry weather Tor several
days before we would surely have

^A

The

thickly as rain
on every side of us.
Before I was
wounded I never felt fear of being

under ure but believe me with both
legs smashed I was scared cold to go
out v here the shells were
breaking.
Mr. Lathrop,
the
'V
secretary i
v tth our battalion, was

culvert,

assisting Capt.

^

Kendall 6c

Est.

Whitney

-----

7/a

60

notice ot Foreclosure

WILLIAM
TELL
FLOUR

McCall i'<- ic.n
88 1?

and trim hats in
Clever women

ss

great variety of ways
find use for discarded
a

feathers of this kind

in

very many

direc-

furnishing material for all sorts of up-to-date ostrich
fancies. Old willow plumes become handsome ostrich tassels or long fringes tha1
float from the ends of a scarf or panel
and small, thin tips are giycerined am
made into the smartest of hat trimming

tions, and old bo

is

SWAN'-VVHI [TEN CO. DISTRIBUTORS

are

On the Poor’s Mills r
from the city.
Its nea:
high elevation, beautifi
substantial buildings, an,
are some of the things

place a most desirable
■s especially adapted
I
and has houses for mn n
a truck, farm it can't he I
early land and free fro:,
frosts,
it has an orclia
apple trees, besides j>,■.
plums and berries. VV
home use.
Artesian wt
House contains six rooms
by acetylene gas. if inter,
ever Err l. ha
At the Greenhouse,

to

convey the

1

same

Anri whereas the conditions of said morthave been broken, now therefore, by
of the breach of the condition thereof,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
'ive this notice for that purpose.
Dated June 29, 1919.

barely escaping death a
times, placed me in a motor

Silk Rowers.

Buy By The Case
It*a Economical

The material of the gown is fashioned
into leaf or petal form or assumes rose
shape and is arranged in narrow banded
trimmings that edge the neck of the

bodice, finish panels, and that are disposed in other ways suggested by the
lines of the gown, quite after a fashion
that grandmothers will recognize as worn
two generations ago.

Transparent

Hats.

forms, that accord beautifully with

dainty, light

gowns.

important

You can’t be
"surprised. You will be prepared for the
unexpected guest —and that day (and there
are many) when you
simply have not had
time to prepare anything.
SUPERBA Canned Goods assure ex•
ceptional quality: a diversified choice of,
Vegetables, Fruits and Berries.
Sold by the SERVICE dealer in your
more

His

FOR SALE

themselves in definite terms as to lines
of endeavor they hope to follow in
civil life.
Large numbers also are
determined to finish special courses
outlined for them.

Milliken—Tomlinson Co.,1

Undeveloped

republic, Manchuria, Shanhing,
Toukien, Szecherin, Chl-Li, Tuklen,
Klangson,
Dheckleng,
Kavahnlng,
Shansi, Auhnler and Hupeth.
the

EXPORTS DRAMA TO FRANCE
In the month ending April 22 the
Y. M. C. A. Entertainment Bureau
and the Oversea3 Theatre League re- I
fruited in America and sent abroad
126 American entertainers to be add- ;
1
p-d to tbi* force o<? 6*7 A")-3 “»•<■»?*« a1
vv ;o,
h
artists pL: v'.n r rer
|
»

•'

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good Farming Land
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

CENTRAL

have pointed out before,
while the real barrier to the spread of
Bolshevism in America is the common
sense of the American people, it is the
part of decency and justice and patriotism to treat the followers of the red flag
For
exactly as we would treat traitors.
that is what the real followers of the red
flag are, traitors to the ideals of the
country, traitors to the flag and traitors to
the soldiers of America who have given
their lives to save liberty for the world.
The red flag is the symbol of sedition,
revolution, anarchy, and anarchy is hell.
And in the new America resulting from
the war to make the world safe for dem-

But,

as

we

I
i
Science ami Health, 11175 to 1
Journals, 1888 to 1893; Autogr.
i of Mrs. Glover or Eddy; other
Science items; the Covenant, a
!
low Journal, 1810 to i:t50.
CHAS. 11. i’ttl
paid.
P O. B.
Ha vi-i
6w22

RAILROAD,

CARl
.!. L. PEPPER, M. 1) forme,
at Madison, Maine, and late
; Army Medical Corps, wishes
that he has opened an cilice I
tice of medicine and surgery
Hours: 10 a. m. to Id
Street.
to 5; 7 to 8. Home office and
13 CedarSi reet.
Telephone

Mice

sharpened
Bicycles
at
ocracy there is no room for such people. and baby carriages retired and repaired
To wave the red flag anywhere upon old time prices. Also general repair work
the soil over which the flag of Washingsatisfactorily done at reasonable prices.
ton and Lincoln flies is an insult to every
sell second-hand bicycle frames.
true American.
There is only room for Buy and
JOHN F. ROGERS, Machinist,
one flag in the United States.
Let us treat the disciples of Bolshe1R Main Street, Fellas
2m 19
vism, the wavers of the red flag in this
country exactly as they should be treated.—Uniontown (Pa.) Herald.

FOR SALE
SlAbWOCD $2.25 A CORD.
2w27

HOLLIS CLARK,
Hall’B Corner Road.

1

L)R. CLRMHN

EKE, EAR, ROSE anil TH

guaranteed.

Sale

Loir price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

of

■

Lawn mowers repaired and

For

Trickey

cottage for S

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Special

Carroll J.

At East Northport, furnished
ti rooms, bath, electric I'm!
etc., on high land, and water t
looking bay; near stores, hot.'
and Bangor S. S. landing.
JOHN A. K<
103 Summer Ave., Read

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

oreci

of Alonz > Kmer ; on the west
cook River; suljtci to the rig1
heirs of Margaret Emery hav*
and whereas the condition of s
N
has been and now is broken.
by reason of the breach of the
of I claim a foreclosure of said
Dated at Pittsfield, Marne, th;
CARROLL J
June, 1919.
By his Attorney, Harry R. Co

Communications regarding locations are invited and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine Central, or to

with satisfaction

TRUE.

Power,

!

County of Penobscot. \ certai'
land with the buildings there'
said Burnham, hounded a> f
north by Sebasticook River;
land of Isaac R Dunton; on the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Water

I

i

Kft.

^

signed,

Camps

and some will go to Great Britain to
study in schools of practical arts.
There were thirteen
students, as
many preachers, half a dozen teachetb, a cowtester and a boy scout secretary among the professions represented at the conference. The men
came from widely separated parts of

-*

WOOIWWITH

Notice (if

j

these, it was decided at
the conference, will remain In France

THE REMINGTON ARMS U

S
i
HERE AS, E-lward
VV
hum, in the County o'
of Maine. l>y his mortgage d
1918. recorded in the Waldo IP
Book 326. Page 335. conveyed

Sites, Farms,

of

Write for C\t.,

i
=

117

SYSTEM

possible.

Grand Prize Me

^

A. STROUD RUDICK.
H. WOOD.
3*27
Attorney duly authorized.

By CHAS.

Factory

—

neighborhood.

Hats of calico vie with hats of taffeta
and satin, and georgette, while trangpsrences of organdie and tulle and crepe ara
constantly making their appearance in
new

And

g|i

firearms C> Animtu

[|£
life

•eason

and

Ad\ dour Deale r

ill
|j 1

gage

{g^!^

11

in

Quarries,

According to reports of an official
nature, this plan is working well and
many soldiers daily are
expressing

ACR:

Mil

HERE AS. Chester A Hodgkins of
Eden,
*
n- w Bar Harbo~, in the
County of Hanck and State of Maine, by his
mortgage
b ed dated l)-c mber 4th, A. I) 1908, and recorded in the W tldo County, Maine,
Registry
if Deeds in Book 285, Page 343,
conveyed to
H“, the undersigned,
Stroud Kodick of said
£dtn. tiK'V Bar harbor, a certain lot or parcel
>t land situated in Stockton Springs, in the
county of Waldo and State of Maine, the tie
•criptii.n of said lain! in said mortgage deed
leing as follows, to wit:
Beginning in the west line of Church street
t the northeast corner of Mr-,
Riley Barrett's
vane lot; the ce westerly
by said Barrett’s
and and by the road to the cemetery; thence
westerly to land of heirs of William Highborn;
henc- westerly by said Hichborn’a land, by
anu of Isaac Eampher and by land of R. L
Vludgett; thence northerly two hundred and
:wo rods to land jof A
P. Goodhue; thence
?asterly by said Goodhue’s land to land of 1
P. Clifford; thence southerly by said T P.
Clifford's land to land of I’ollie S. Staples;
hence easterly by the P.dlie S. Staples’ lot to
.he county road; thence southerly by said
’hurch street to place of beginning, c^ ntainug eighty-one acres, witn the buildings therepremises conveyed to me by Mary C. Richards
by
ler warranty deed dated August 19, 1905, and
■ecorded in Waldo County, Maine,-Registry of
Deeds, in Book 276, Page 155. to which reference is hereby expressly made.”

dozen
ambulance that was about to leave
for tile rear
'If as I understand. Major MrHade has recommended Mr.
Ixithrop
for the Cross. I for one am here. o.

Some

a

These are a few of the things listed in our 191
Catalog, which is free for the asking, that v.
Add To Your Comfort in Life

I AT AT A^V

Meaning hereby

u

“Y”jiUT

come—for ice cream—Buy

■

me from that protected
place to a
hospital where I could get surgical attention. The motor ambulances could

his carc of the wounded.
He was at yvork every minute of
those 48 hours of the advance in that
place. The moment the doctor ordered me to a hospital, without an instant’s hesitation, Mr. Lathrop picked
me up in his arms, walked
out of that

to

5

been out of luck.
A little rain fell
thul morning but not enough to get in
under the shelter.
"The Captain naally came to me
and attended to niv wounds. The ]ep
leg he could not do much for and he
said that if I were not rushed to a
hospital I would certainly lose the
leg. It was quite a problem to move

Kirkpatrick

for company

K & W Ice Cream Freezer, To-day.

^AA^AHAAH|B

was

culvert.

compare.

furnish fun for the kids—comfort for grown

stone

not
back up to the
shells were falling as

you

Don't Wait

any place, to back up that
recommenThe largest hotel property in Paris is dation."
the Hotel Rochester, accommodating
“THE OAKS,” a summer cottage on
500 men. In addition to the Hotels du
Murphy's Point, property uf the late Mrs.
Palais and Richmond for officers, the1
Charles B. Hazeltine.
Apply to
Pavilion for enlisted men,
nd the
MISS LOUISE HAZELTINE or
Gibraltar
for “Y" secretary s, and
DUN TON & MORSE,
service to A. E. F. inspires
otjier smaller properties, the "Y” has
25
Belfast, Maine.
Chinese.
leased in Paris two big warehouses, j
one of which is a
six-storied building
Paris (By Mail-)—Sixtv-nine Chi
with a canal on one side and a railroad
nese
Y. M. C. A. secretaries have
on the other, and three big garages.
been so impressed with tlie work o
the Association among The’armies of
the Allies that at a conference recent
TRAVELING SECRETARIES
l> held at Versailles, they decided
CARRY EDUCATION
Mill
that similar methods should he
adoptTO A. E. F ed in China.
The use of huts like
those used so effectively in the
Sites for Summer
Army
camps will bring the work of the "Y” i
“Y” Program Carries On.
Hotels and
in China directly to all the
people,
Le Mans, June.(By Mail).j whereas now It reaches chiefly the
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
Now that the Army has taken ovet higher classes.
Chinese
coolies
the
by
hundreds of
the educational work in France, form
erly in charge of the Y M. C. A. thousands were used in the labor
units in France, and these men for
many “Y” secretaries engaged in that
feature have become members of the the first time came into contact with
give opportunity to those desiring to
the work of the Association.
Native
make a change in location for a new
Army, although nominally a part ot
secretaries were provided as far as
the “Y” system.
start in life.

An educational feature which is at
trading considerable attention among
the doughboys just now is that oti
vocational guidance. A group of men
of whom Professor H. B. Harper ot
Boston University is one, is touring
the camps and is meeting with great
success.
They go to an outfit, hold
a mass session at first, followed latei
by group sessions and, finally, person
al interviews with the men. the subject being along the lines of the future
of each soldier.
The plan is to get
them to realize that they should return
to their homes with a fixed purpose in
life—“not just to take any old job they
can get," as one member of the teaching staff put it.

Years

NEW YORK CITY.

—

For delick

Children.

and

Locations,

Brei d bi i!ds health ar.d

FletcrTTT*^

for

Captain in 26th Div. wounded
at Chateau Thierry, tells of
service rendered by “Y”

ADOPT

cat More Bread

Cry

Children

Boston, Mass.—That

Paris—The Y. M. C. A. has been carrying on a real estate business in France
that would matte a veteran at this
game
Modestly housed in
stagger.
two small offices at 12 rue d'Aguesseau is the department which has investigated and secured leases on 25a
properties, outside of huts or transient
premises, for which the "Y” pays

^

■_

saved

___

The Cirque de Paris, an enormous
theatre
with
seating capacity for
7,000, is another famous property se
cured by the "Y”.
To see this thea
tre packed
with
tier upon tier ol
shouting doughboys on the nights box
ing bouts are held leaves no doubt
in one's mind but that the soldier and
sailors in this crowded city needs space
in which to stretch his lungs and have
Ills recreation.
The rental of this—
60,000 francs for a lease of 60 days
seems costly at first glance.
But have
you ever thought of renting the New
York Hippodrome? And the task con

ESSIE P. CARLE

Useful

That is the Sort of Bigr Deal the Y.
M. C. A. Puts Over in Paris
for the American Soldier.

Mrs. L. G. Hatch of Liversome Falls
has been the week-end guest at M. S.

True’s Elixir!. She never had any fits
I feel very grateful to you” Dr.
since.
True's Elixir can be used freely for both
children and grown folks. Start taking
it today.

a

RENTING THE NEW LEG SAVED
YORK HIPPODROME
BY T m

Fred Curtis and bride of Bellast

Mr.

have passed several days in town.
Rev. Frank Timperley and family of
Brooks called on frien s here June J4th.

Miss Eunice

recommended

to me.

|

Chase,
Symptoms of worms in children are:
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour ing school at Knox has returned to
stomach, offensive breath, hard and full her home here.
belly, with occasional gripings and pains
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Boyd and Mrs.
about the navel, pale face of leaden tint,
Annie Hadley and son were Sunday calleyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
itching of the nose, itching of the rectum, lers in Thorndike.
short dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
Miss Lottie Nason has returned from
little red points sticking out on tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever. Grown ; Brooks where she has been at work for
people are subject to worms also.
the past few weeks.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir, I
the Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. fjMr. Lawrence Cook and bride have reAlso a pleasant, sure, safe laxative for turned home after being away on a two
Mrs. Anselme weeks’
children and grown folks.
trip to Boston.
Lamarre, 29 State Street, Sanford, Maine,
Mrs.
Lyman Stevens and son Abbott
wrote to l)r. True, “My daughter, Gertrude, had dizzy spells and could not even returned June 28th from a week’s visit
go out for she always complained of being
with her sister, Mrs. Charles Wood of
sick.
She used your worm expeller (Dr.

I

could hardly get
around to do my
work, and as I had
four in my family
and three boarders
it made it very hard
for me. Lydia E.
1'inkham’s Vegewas

of Children
Worms.

JACKSON.

Howes’ Building, luesdu\
OFFICE HOUkS— 9 toi 2, 1 to

a.'m-cne*-ier a iNumonu

Fill* In Red and iiold nut:
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Buy of yonr
Drunint.

V/

Ask for fIII.Clft>’ T

DIAMOND BRAND PILL*»

V"

mm

yean

*n«wu n ucsi(

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVER^Hi ft

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTOR l A

is

soi siop

NO STOCKING FOR BROTHER;
HE PLAYS THE WINNING GAME

AYAILAB I L I TY

_•_

*8 She Tried1“Fruit-a-tlws”

«Fruit Liver
iu'rg

Tablets)

St., St. Jonx.

toll you of the great
received from your

n

licine, ‘I'ruit-a-tives’.
sufferer for many
'■■'/it Headaches, and

a

manent relief.
1 me to take ‘Fruit-

did

1

so

ml am

with great
entirely free

tlianks to your
ine”.
X A.VP Kit
SHAW,
a
?_.50, trial size 25c.
or sent on receipt of
! T-A-TIVES
Limited,
..X. Y.
II

—,

feoCQNYffe
II MOTOR 111)

lnl'Hii—V'WHHUilimWR—l

I SnNOARO OlLCQ£N.Y|
7

!

Hie si^h of a reliable dealer
and Hie worlds best Gasoline
LITTLE SISTER PUTS HER SPARE PENNIES
IN
HER
BROTHER PUTS HIS MONEY AND FAITH IN W. S. S.
BUY THRIFT STAMPS WITH.
tnese little

dramatic is the great
’limbing the Family
1

Edward Wiggum
second night of the

! err

■

auqua. It deals with
cm of heredity and
brand new way. lie

eidightening answers
a questions ns,
Why
: cuts have degener'ousins safely marlint every thinking
pondered over.

people

are

enjoying tne iorgotten, that is also the proper time
to instill lessons of thrift.
Many a
person now mature regrets that some
method of saving similar to Thrift
and War Savings Stamps was not instituted during the years of their
youth, by which they might have been
saved some of the hard knocks given
by bitter experience.
Such thrift does not mean stinginess, but rather wise
spending, that

saving of pennies for Thrift and War
Savings Stamps as if it were an absorbing game. The wee lassie has already discovered" that there are safer
places for money than the traditional
stocking, and business is written legibly upon the face of her brother.
Such teaching of thrift is not lost
upon children. If, as has been asserted, lessons in religion and morals
learned in childhood are not easily
WHAT THRIFT

Some Successful Men Who Began

By Saving.
The immortal Abraham Lincoln
notable exemplar of the value ot
We can picture him
thrift of time.
trudging forty miles to borrow a gramWe can see him prone before
mar.
the pine fire at night after a hard day's
work log-cutting, reading and re-read-,
ing the statutes of Indiana, the only
book he owned, or learning to write
and figure with a piece of charcoal on
the back of a wooden shovel, as he had
was

paper or ink.
Another example of what a boy can
do who does not waste time is that
of a Milwaukee man. Nels Anton Christhe
by
tensen. recently appointed
through
States government,
Secretary of the Navy Daniels, on the
United

Congressman

at

1

simple democracy

liief characteristic of
rtield gives an Inspired “Our Heritage—Its
in which present day
■cussed in a broad

'piring

manner.

_

■

rilley, prince of
on

i'l'curs

enter-

the second

miunity Chautauqua, is
mpliant return to the
enci-s
that have long
■

wed his work. His int
stories are choicer
lie brings an array of
:cs us

I,.

well as the clioic-

favorites.

rr()baie
fo;.
lb

Notices.

10R’if NOTICE.
The submh
notice that he has been
administrator of the estate of
1 ,Ji’A
A. McCOLUM, late of
:A

Stockton Springs,
k1 W aldo, deceased, and given

inventors’ staff of the newp United
States Naval Board, which includes
the greatest inventive minds in the
nation. Born in Denmark. Nels Christensen's school day's ended at 14 years.
After that he worked in a machine
shop days and attended a technical
school in the evenings. From his savof a
ings he defrayed the expense
course at the Copenhagen Technique
Institute, from which he was graduated
Previous to that he attained naat 21.
havtional prominence as an enginer.
when 19 years old. ihe

ing designed,
one
Danish lighthouse at Hanstholme,
During
of the largest in the world.
the three years he spent on an English steamer engaged in Mediterranean
to setrade he learned enough English
manucure a position with an Euglish

on War
Savings Stamps
He Calls This the Americanization Period.

are unnecessary on an
occasion like this, because ‘he only
md best inducement to" a true American are the calls of his duty and
government, and not even the best
oration of the greatest speaker of all
times.
w netner we all

realize it or not, we
Since coming to ire now in the midst of a
facturing concern.
periou which
invented
has
will be known to all the oppressed peothe United States he
compressed airbrake starters ples of the world as the Americanizamany
lire en- tion period. Now is the
for railroads, aeroplanes and
time ior every
him world ?ne of us to prove whether
he is a sham
gines that have brought
American or a genuine American.”
wide fame.
before
The practice of thrift and the purThomas Edison began to save
The successful chase of War Savings Stamps are
he began to invent.
Bok. started just now good indication of the genumagazine editor. Edward
a week. ine American.
laving on a salary of 50 cents
for his first
Trover Cleveland's wages
Garfield
year of work totaled $50.
without thrifty habits he cannot suchad
fould not have become president
ceed.
Horace
life
tte not saved early in
The great railroad builder began to
their cafounded
and
Cooper
Treeley
save
even
before he had visions of
on
saving.
reers
the wonderful agricultural and indusnow
trial empire he was to create.
Ex-Governor Ferris of Michigan,
advoProm the day he arrived in St. Paul
a
college president, a life-long
cate of thrift, tells of his own thrifty from Canada, after working his way
"In my youth if 1 had a toy, there, and received for his first day's
training:
suit
I made It, and made it not to
pay $1.25, he began to save.
lit
to suit my
taught that the dollar that is werth
myself alone but it had
of
examination
His
more than any other dollar in the
father as well.
his insistence that 1 world to you is the first dollar
my work and
you
me
in
should put the best there was
save, and that the earlier that start
back a is made the sooner
even into my toys put into my
you will be able
to last a life- to meet the great
opportunity that
spine and sufficient lime
comes at some time to every nu.n.
time.
Mr.
of
Hill’s
One
axioms was that
"There is nothing more important
not based on economy and
in the life of a boy today than to get prosperity
The waste of a thrift is transient, because one cannot
the habit of thrift.
of be extravagant today, and expect to
nickel is as important as the waste
if I wanted become a safe conservator of energy
$10,000. When 1 was a boy,
After I had and wealth tomorrow.
nickel I earned it.
a
to
He let it he known that he did not
earned the nickel I was not allowed
a high value on the man who
waste it. That was part of my bring-, place
could not save, for he believed that to
ing up.”
to deny and control
Thrift was the keynote of success, save means ability
Hill. one's self; when you are master of
in the life of the late James J.
will be able to master
He was one of the country s most con- yourself, you
and with the money thus at
sistent exponents of thrift, one of the others,
will be able to seize opporgreatest exemplars of what this vir- hand, you
when it comes along.
One of
tue, combined with energy and high tunity
his favorite sayings was: “Opportunipurpose, can do. He preached always j
sometimes disguised and sur
that the man who cannot save money ty comes
hard work and adverse
will be a failure; that though he may rounded by
have

education,

talent

ability, circumstances."

and

lie.

kt

‘'directs.

k

the estate of said deceased
r^sent the same for settlement
d thereto are
to make

:'

7
K'
L

ately.

‘Spring,,

*

P1!' 7

fe|v

All personshaving

requested

GEORGE J. McCOLUM.
Me., June 10. 1919.

A ntlX’S^NOTIcE. The subnotice that she has been
a<lministratrix of the estate of
1 ANE FLYE, late of
Brooks,

K|Vh8

7d

rk.^

Waldo, deceased, and given
Urceta. All persons having

l^e estate
P’kirt.j 7nslPre8ent

of said deceased
the same for settlendebte(^ thereto are requested to

L

'*nt

Kt

v,

!

immediately.

ELIZA A. LANE.
***•. June 10,1»19,

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has been
of
duly appointed administrator of the estate
CONRAD BECKETT, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persona having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of said deceased
the same for settleare desired to present
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
CARROLL R. BECKETT,
Isleaboro, Me., June 10,
_

1918.__

ChiFaren

Cry

FOR FLETCHER S

cASTOR

I

A

PROMPT RELIEF

tor the acid-distressed stomach,
try twc or three

KMfOIDS

after meals, dissolved on the
tongue—keep your stomach
sweet—try Kl-melds—the new
aid to digestion.
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION

get

So-CO-ny Gasoline—and keep

So-CO-ny standard.

your

to

up

•••■

~rr

the tank.

takes

qualifications

car

can

to

gallon of So-CO-ny matches ail other gallons in power, purity and results.
It is clean,
quick-starting—does away with carburetor adjusting and clogging.
Shun inferior, low-grade mixtures. Use
So-CO-ny and know what goes
into

Speaking

the new-comer sometimes
to appreciate America.
The Dativeborn is often too close to the situation
to realize what this great country of
the United States means to the world
today. He is used to all that it offers,
taking it as a matter of course, and
frequently loses the vision in sordid
while
the
detail;
new-comer—but
listen to what one of them had to
say. He is George E. Rihbany of the
1919 class of the Boston High School
of Commerce and he came to this
country from his native land, Syria,
when he was 10 years old
In a four-minute speech on the value
3f War Savings Stamps, given at the
school recently, he said in Closing:
"Hate is not characteristic of the
American people,
but
the Germans
taught us unwillingly how to hate
■hem.
Now it is a sin not to hate
the spirit they showed and not to
ibolish it from the face of the earth.
Of the latter we are positively sure,
because the American passion for jusdee is a hundred times stronger than
was the Genu in passion for
conquest!
"I never Entertained the idea of
becoming an orator and 1 am sure that
I
lack oratorical ability, but such

place you

go, you

guide

Each

OF AMERICA,

It

The Red, White and Blue So-CO-ny Signs are
your
the world’s best gasoline. Every day you motor,
every
the

A SYRIAN’S APPRECIATION

no

ho appears on the
: lie
Community Chau*
tied tlie nickname of
if
despite the fact that
and college president

margin may be reserved for future
enjoyment or possible needs.

a

WILL ACCOMPLISH.

a

Fairfield,

STOCKING.
BANKS TO

At garages and supply stations

STANDARD

Mrs. Susie NicKerson is the guest of her
Mrs. Lester Verrill, in Bangor.

daughter,

Miss Alice

Nickerson,

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

Rev. Mrs. Harrison gave a most excellent
patriotic address, Mrs. Stanley of Appleton read Old Glory, with Miss Mary Cobb
organist and Maurice Cobb cornelist.

SWANVIi LE.

away

OIL

everywhere inNewYork State and New England.

Patriotic songs

who has been

spirited

teaching, is at home.

were

rendered in

a

very

manner.

At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Miibury
Moody, son David and Hunt the family of
brothers, sisters and
daughter Iva are visiting friends in En- !
relatives, 21 in number, met, June 29, to
Mrs.

A.

D.

field

give

Mr. Wm.

Stevens of

Beverly, Mass.,

Mr. Cnarles Hunt

Mr. Hunt

is

a guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Stevens
for the summer.

a

welcome home.

from Prance to Washingand arrived for a few Cass

came

ton D. C.,
furlough.

i

Ensign Pierce Long of the U. S. S. !
Mrs. Etta Marriner closed a very sucKearsarge was the guest of Mr. Charles cessful term of sciiooi in the primary deA Damm a few days last week.
partment June 20th. The pupils have
We are all glad to see Mrs. E. C. Mar- \ found sixty-two different varieties of
Russel
den at home again. She spent the win- wild flowers during the term.
ter with her mother in Conway, N. H.
j liuck, Lawrence Cushman, Louise Sprowl'
and Ava

Miss Julia Chase, a teacher in Everett,
Mass., is spending the summer vacation
with

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.

Chase.
Mr. Willis Briggs, who

so

far recover-

Miss Sadie May Nickerson, a trained
nurse, and her brother, Mr. Frederic Nickerson, who has been stationed in New
York for several months and received his
discharge, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F.
M. Stevens.

Among the visitors from away who
in town Sunday, June 29, were Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Nickerson and daughter
Pauline of Bath, Mr. Carl Howard of
Searsport, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningwere

ham and

son

Horace of Monroe.

A pleasing feature of the Children’s
Concert at the church last Sunday

was

Farn-

ham with his son, Mr. Ben Farnham, at
the piano. A solo by Mrs. Farnham, her
husband playing her accompaniment,
was much enjoyed, also a solo by Miss

Ruby Gray,
panist.

McKinley Damm,

accom-

StARSMONT.
Friends

are

glad to know that Mr. and

Mrs.

William Wood have returned to
their home after living in Belfast a few

years.

not

absent

a

j

j

George Ruck and Ira Packard were
absent one half day and Raymond Rutter
was absent one day.

Then why accept the annoyances of poor automobile starting, lighting and ignition service when
the EVEREADY Storage Battery guarantees you
freedom from trouble?
It’s the battery you can put in your car with
absolute faith because it must have the required
sturdy qualities to enable its makers to give he
EVEREADY year-and-a-hali Guarantee cf S3 olfactory service.

GIVE ENTIRE SATISFACTION
There is a remarkably effective combination of blood-purifying, nerve-strengthening, nerve stimulating remedies. It is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla for the blood, taken
before eating, Pept.iron for the nerves,
taken after eating, and Hood’s Pills for
the liver, taken as needed.
It is giving entire satisfaction. Persons
suffering from a combination of ailments
such as cause eruptions on the face or
body, paleness, pallid lips, cheeks and
ears, and constipation, especially find it
beneficial.
The treatment accomplishes so much
that, although there are three medicines,
it is the most economical. Each of these
medicines is of superlative merit for the
troubles for which it is especially recummended. Each is good alone; all are good
together. Get any one, any two, or all
three ot your druggist today.

special music by the Community Chorus
under the direction of Mr. H. D.

were

Ilore in America you don t hare to accept
any creed you don't believe in—our Pilgrim
fathers esiabii hid freedom of religious beliej. Their sturdy qualities enabled them to
guarantee it.

day.

ed from his painful illness as to be in his j
shop for a few days, has been again
confined to the house.

Wellman

Religions Freedom

and Thrills
Great Speakers.

Inspiration

Tillemont-Thomason,
gam,

Thomas

W. Fairfield, to

by

Fletcher,

Wig-

Belfast Meim

Bickford

is

from

home

Vulcanizing

to.

Mr. Fairfield is
ill character and policy.
prominent educator in his own State,
environment will have some new and having served many years as president of
The
vital facts added by the dramatic lecture a college before entering Congress.
of Albert Edward Wiggam which is given fund of knowledge he gained during his
term as member of the war Congress
on the second night of the Chautauqua.
Mr. Wig am is acknowledged one of the he brings to the solution of our peace
foremost authorities in the country on problems. Those who are trying to solve
the subject of heredity, but he does not the problems facing each community,
present h,s subject in a scientific or tech- will welcome his inspiring address.
When it is considered that any one of
nical fashion. He makes the subject a
these lectures if heard in a large city
great human drama touching the lives of
would cost what the lucky five hundred
everyone, and answers questions that
have long puzzled nil thoughtful students purchasers of first season tickets for the
of the problem.
Why are there family Community Chautauqua pay, $2.20, it is
“black sheep?” Why do strong, sane readily understood why this is the greatest
five day Chautauqua in America.
For
parents have weak, degenerate children?
Can cousins safely marry? Will the chil- this $2.20 entitles the holder to admission
dren of criminals be criminals? Mr. Wig- j to all these great lectures, to all band
concerts and entertainment
features,
gam answers these by tracing some fami
After the first
lies that have produced generation after j twice a day for five days.
five hundred tickets are sold, the season
generation of doctors, lawyers, states- !
ticket admission is $2.72 including war
men, and educators, and on the other
hand he traces the record of two crimi- tax, so that it is worth while to buy early
nals whose descendants have tilled our and make the saving.
prisons for years. This lecture has been
Whereas, the Messenger of Death has
described as the greatest education ever again entered our Chapter and taken our
offered to the fathers and mothers, both
brother, Austin C. Crockett,jtherefore be ij
present and future, in this country. One
Resolved, That in his death Arbutus
great college president told his students: Chapter has lost a kind and worthy
“If you haven’t the money to go and hear
brother, one who was always ready to
Albert Edward Wiggam, then borrow it,
help and work for the good of the order.
for he is too big to miss!”
Resolved, That we extend our heartPurely local in character is the lecture felt sympathy to his dear sister, Mrs.
presented by the Hon. Louis W. Fair- Ada Bachelor, with whom he made his
field, Congressman from Indiana, who is home, in her loss of a kind and devoted
taking such an important part in the brother.
Twice
great reconstruction program.
Resolved, that out altar be decorated
elected to Congress from the 12th Con- with flowers for
thirty days in memory
gressional district of Indiana, he receiv- of him, a copy of these resolutions be
ed upon his reelection the largest ma- spread upon our records, one sent to the
jority ever received by a Congressional ] lonely sister, one to The Republican Jourcandidate, and he was given the support nal and one to the Bangor Weekly Comof both Republican and Democratic vot- mercial for publication.
Mr. Fairlield, who like Lincoln,
ers.
Helen C. Hurd,
comes from the great Middle West, has
Eva N. Ripley,
earned the title of "Honest Abe” not
Oren W. Ripley,
of
resemblance
in
looks
and
because
only
Com. ou Resolutions
speech but also because of his resemblance
Liberty, June 25, 1919

purely personal but not less important.
The age-old discussion oC heredity and

;

j

Anyone who has the idea that a lecture j
is a dull, dry affair that does little besides
put the audience to sieep will have a
pleasant surprise in the program of Community Chautauqua which will open here |
in about three weeks, for it is presenting
three lectures every bit as thrilling as !
dramas. The attraction of the opening is
the famous English engineer, TillemontThomason, who has been brought from

j

receiving hearty England by the Community Chautauqua
Tillemontespecially for this tour.
friends since
Thomason, who for years has been at the
his arrival from overseas. He is the head of the British Lecture, one of the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will nation’s most influential institutions, won
fame during the early years of the war
Bickford.
by his remarkable foresight in analyzing
Miss Inez Barker, who has had a posi- the German war plans long before they
tion as nurse in a hospital in Milo, is became apparent to the Allied military
chiefs. He went up and down England
spending the summer with her mother,
warning his fellow countrymen of the
Mrs. Horace Barker, and sister, Mrs.
impending danger, only to be scoffed at
However,
Charles Atkinson.
as a dreamer and alarmist.
one of his predictions were later
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey and Mrs. every
verified by the actual course, and the
Mitchell of Waterville, Mrs. Emmeline very people who scoffed at him were
Thomas and granddaughter of Lewiston, forced to acknowledge the correctness of
The same open-minded apwere recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. his views.
proach that enabled him to solve GerHemenway.
many’s peace plans which he presents in
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cross of Gardiner, his thrilling lecture on the German Revo- j
Mrs. Angie Pierce Lenz, Superintendent lution,its Cause and results. He approaches
this pressing problem from a brand new
of Gardiner hospital, and Mrs. John
angle, and tells why Germany adopted
Thompson of Augusta called on Mr. and revolution as peace propaganda, what she
Mrs. D. H. Thomas June 29, coming and hopes to gain thereby, what her position
will be in future political affairs, and how
returning in Mr Cross’ auto.
great a menace she will remain to the rest
There were very interesting Services at of the world.
From a world problem, we turn to one
the M. E. church Sunday morning, when

Harry

greetings

EVEREADY Service Station of this district,

eYEREABy
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Louis j

Appear at Chautauqua.

as

battery, whatever make. Regular inspection ■.-•ill
With our expert b'tiery
keep it in good shape—no charge
men and up-to-the-minute equipment, we are in a r: -.ition
to shoulder all your automobile storage battery foubles.
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Albert Edward

Brooks

Let us.
test your

a

Friends from Camden and Waterville
entertained at the golf links of the
Country Club July 6th with the following
result: Hattield, Megunticook, beat Ward,
Northport, 2 to 1; Merrill of Megun'icook
beat Hatch of Northport, three
straight;
Flanders of Northport In at Stalker of
Megunticook, three stn.iiht.
In the
mixed foursomes Pratt and Cone of
beat
Northport
Cook and Atwood of
Waterville, 2 up; Cook and Chisholm of
Waterville heat Webster and Hamilton
of Northport, 2 up

SEARSPQRT.
S. L. Ridley & Son are painting the
residence of J. P. Scully.
Mrs. Gould Flinton and son Roland of
Bangor, spent the holiday in town.
ry

Levi D. Rogers and his grandson, HenRogers, spent Thursday in Bangor.

Frank Bell of Bangor spent the Fourth
with his family at their bungalow on
Navy street.
Charles

M.

Monday after

a

Whittier arrived
trip to Norfolk

Charles and John Hill are hauling gravel for the State road in the Eastern section of the town.
Mrs. Leon Corbett and daughter Elsie
of Brockton, are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. M. Smith.
Mr.

and Mrs. Robert P.
are

Nichols and
at Blueberry

Acres for the month.
Leon White of Bangor
spent Friday with Mrs. White’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Haley.
Miss Verna Hall of Bangor spent the
week-end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Hall.
Mrs. Ira Ward, Mrs. F. E. Harding
and daughters were visitors in Sandypoint last Tuesday.
Mr Herman Harriman arrived home
from Camp Devens last week, having received his discharge.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Shute of Stockion Springs spent the Fourth with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dockham.
A. W. Colburn and family of Natick,
Mass., with Mrs. Geneva Freeman of
Winterport were calling on relatives here
last w ek.
Mr and Mrs. J. N. Libby and daughter
of Redstone, N. H., were visitors of his
father, J. F. Libby and aunt, Miss Oria

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Gilkey were
among our holiday visitors,
returning
Monday to their home in Bangor.
Dr. and Mrs. Porter of Los Angeles,
California have opened their summer
home on Mack's Point for the season.
Miss Edna DuBose of W'estbury, Long
Island, arrived Thursday and is the guest
of her grandmother, Mrs. A. \. Nickels.
and

Mrs. A. E. Nickerson and
daughters of Portland were in town
Thursday, the guests of Mrs. Flora Rnulstone.

The traffic Thursday along the main
road proved the popularity of the blue
line. Cars from many states passed
through town.
The cement foundation for the Nichols
school house has been completed. The
site selected is a little to the southeast of
the old building.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester L. Bailey spent
the holiday and week-end in town returning Monday to Camden where Mr.
Bailey is employed.

W.

Mrs. Mary Sargent of Alton has openher cottage for a few weeks. W illiam
her
was
Ford of Melrose,
Mass.,
guest over the week-end.

C.

Brewer and family of Newton
were among the arrivals

Center, Mass
of July 4th.

ed

Mrs. Annie L. Burgess of Belfast is the
On Saturday afternoon at three, the guest of iter brother and his wife, Mr. and
i
a
Mrs. I M. Burgess.
Ranetota Camp Fire Girls will hold
sale of home conked food and balsam pilMrs. Lukie Coombs and Mrs. Josic
lows at the Cong’l vestry.
farrow and daughter Emily are home
Miss Eleanor Oosson has completed from Saco for the summer.
her year’s work hi the Northport schools
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Pendleton of
and is spending her vacation with her tsath were the week-end
guests of his
Mrs.
Israel
Closson.
mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Pendleton.

|

Alanson of

Mrs.

Harriet

Decker,

who has been
Castine with
-apt. and Mrs. L- W Coombs, is home
or the remainder of the summer.

Philadelphia reached town Wednesday
and are spending a few weeks at the
Ford homestead on Boy View street.

pending the winter

Miss Lillias Nichols, who has been engaged in library work at Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, is the guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Lillias Nichols of Water street.

Mr.

and Mrs. J.

in

S. Norris of

.lass., formerly of Searsport,
1 ng a few days in Belfast.

Prof, and Mrs. Bertram C. Richardson
and
son
with Mrs.
John Sullivan
of Bfiston have arrived for the season
their
summer
home on
pud. fife occupying
Main street.

rricu

-a

Saturday jaftei-

j

styles is very extensive,

in honor of her sister, Mrs. Robert
i
Nichols of Worcester.
Needlework
was enjoyed and cakes and ices
served,

is

quality
produce.

need, but the
best

The bast week was the hottest on rec- j
ord in a number of years, Saturday being
exceedingly uncomfortable. On Sunday j
rain fell for a number of hours, r earing
the air and bringing the wind off shore.

)
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is

Tlrs small amount puts on your
foimerly sold by us at $7.00.

that was

By paying $1 down and $1
easy-to-pay price but
brings.
irons at an

~

A"

e,ec,Jic *iron^£uarantees
^

It

by

It

and your

saves your time

wire

right

ironing board for
Most dealers

are

same iron

month for a very tew months you
get not only the best of
you get the enjoyment and efficiency that an electric iron
I,UM
a

upstairs>

strength. The heat is

to your board.

saves your

life time of service the
still charging that.
a

cool ironing because it does
away with the need ot
** ^ f° ^ °n the P°rCh °r

ha^socke^

or

a

roaring

anywhere

you

not in some distant stove but
is brought
M 1

patience and it saves the materials you are ironing, for the electric
iron heats
it stays at the perfect
ironing temperature just as long as you

quickly and uniformly and

:

wBnt it.

t he

yours for little money and on easy terms-and it costs
you surprisingly little to
Ask any of your friends. They have electric irons
and they know.
don'r YOU have
‘ong-wished-for iron while you can get it on this
easy-payment

iron is

operate

p,an?Why

‘J131

It is very simple.
Go in,

pick

cut your

the

!k

ms‘

98c. the last month.

pay the clerk

iron,

$1 down. Don’t explain-you will find be under
Y°U W,U be bilIed for the smal1
remair|der, $1 a month tor 4
u,s’

months’

This offer

Why

Penobscot

kind for every

Add the touch of comfort to

^

^*e

not

expires July 31.
get your iron today?

Bay Electric Company

your par-

lor, sittting-room, dining-room or chamber
with

and Mrs. Samuel W. Duncan of
Brookline, Mass., were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Duncan over Sunday,
arriving by automobile from Portland
Saturday and leaving Monday for Augusta.

can

we

a

$1

us

$5.98

built for service. Clarions sold over
forty years ago are still in satisfactory use,
good for years to come.
The variety of Clarions in sizes and

noon

buy electric flatirons from

at

irons

are

Blac.t entertained
on

spend-

can

month.

WOOD-BURNING CLARIONS

Capt. and Mrs. Albert N. Blanchard |
and family have opened their summer
home on Half Way Creek. The trip ;
from New York was made by automobile, i
Jacob M. Eames acting as chauffeur.
Frederick F.

Milford,

are

customers

our

month

a

made for the women who have always wanted
irons but who
have hesitated about paying the price in one
lump sum, even though thev knew
that they were buying a hundred dollars’
worth of stove-treedom. kitchencoolness and ironing-board convenience.
The price is right too.
Through the month of July we shall sell thesee

Mr. Edwin T. Reynolds, a well known
ind respected citizen of Unity, died Sun- !
fay morning, June 29th. Mr. Reynolds
formerly owned the Unity Trotting Park,
had been chairman of the hoard of selectmen, and was a very active business man.
He leaves besides his wife, one son, Cliesey, now in France, and one daughter, j
Frances, wife of Mr. L. J. Stevens. The
uneral exercises were conducted by Inictus Lodge, T. O. O. E\, of which lodge
le was a member.
The interment was in
-.akeside Cemetery.

aarents,

a

This offa

June 29th Invictus Lodge, No. 38, I. O.
O. F., accompanied by Eavori Rebekah 1
Lodge, No. 98, I.O.O.F., attended church
and listened to a very interesting sermon
by the Rev. Mr. Berryman, after whicli :
they proceeded to the cemetery and decorated the graves of the members that had
passed away. This Lodge is 37 years old
and in a flourishing condition.
We no- i
ticed among the members the Hon. J. R.
I'aber, the only charter member present.
He was the first N. G.

Miss Eliza Bates returned last week
from Unity, where she has been teaching.

erett Haskell of Deer Isle.

Mrs.

down, $1

j

Capt. Albert T. Whittier is at home
a
trip to New York in the Sch'
Virginia Dare, commanded by Capt. Ev-

several o: her

During July only,

Libby, recently.

after

son

$1 down $1

Mr. and Mrs. I’aul Blair (nee Amy
have lately visited at
The thirty-seventh annual session of Hail) and children
with
the Mpirituahst cantpmeeling will be held the home of Mrs. Hall’s parents,
whom they left their children—the forat Temple
to
16th
from
August
Heights
mer having
to Brooksville on a
gone
24th, inclusive. The program will inMr.
clude Rev. FredericK A. Wiggin of Unity fishing trip, being accompanied by
and Mrs. Jos. Cundy.
Church, Boston, and it is unnecessary to
say tc those who have heard him, that he
is one of the finest lecturers and psychics
UNITY
in the Spiritual
ranks.
Mrs. Bessie F.
Wentworth of Lincolnville Center, one of
Miss Ida Whitehouse of Boston arrived
our best
Maine worker- is lecturer and
last week.
psychic. Henri Centner of Springfield,
Mass., is both a lecturer and psychic, and I Robert H. Whitehouse, a student at the
is one of the best in Massachusetts. Mrs. j Institute of Technology, Boston, is at
Maud Lane of Chelsea, Mass., has charge home for his vacation.
of the sing'ng with Miss Adelia M. Morse, |
Guy Morse, the first man to enlist, reaccompanist.
turned from France last, week and visited
A pleasing program was given at tne his aunt, Mrs. E. C. Dodge, in this village.
Country Club last Sunday evening, with
Miss Vivian H. Taber, a teacher in the
a large attendance considering the incleQuincy High school, and Miss Mabel
a
ment weather.
The first number was
Bacon, a teacher in the Lynn schools, are
chorus rendering of Star Spangled Ban- \ at home for their vacation.
ner with accompaniment by Mrs. Bessie j
Many farmers have commenced haying
Keyes, pianist; Lloyd D. McKeen, violin, i earlier
this'year than ever Before. They
and John Parker, drum. This was folit is caused by the lack ol help, being
lowed by an orchestral selection, A King- say
dom of Our Own; a bright monologue, A obliged to do it themselves.
Many summer visitors have already arPleasant Half Hour on the Beach, by Miss
H. L. Rand has 76 hoys at Camp
Elizabeth Kittredge; tenor solo, Mother rived.
Winnecook.
P. T. Campbell of Winthrop,
Mine, by Charles A. Hammons;' piano
solo, Miss Inez Churchill of Boston; vocal Mass., and family are at their cottage at
duet, Mrs. Keyes and Mr. Hammons; Windemere Park.
Chorus of America. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Seth Pendleton met with a painful acEradtiurv entertained at dinner those who cident last week. W’hileunloadinga bar- 1
took part in the program.
rel of oil it. slipped and caught two of his
fingers, cutting off the ends of them. The I
wounds were attended to by Dr. Whita- 1
NOR I H i>l.bSBOkO
ker.

The Boston boat made her first trip to
Searsport on July Fourth and was greeted with quite a demonstration.

Mrs James Ford and

lectric Flat Irons

later.

Mr. and Mrs. Janies Whittier of Pittsfield passed through
town Saturday,
making a short business call.

Mr.

Mrs. Clara E. Haley of Winterport is
siting her son, Geo. W. Haley.
Joshua Crockett of WTinterport was a
recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred T.

v

During the remainder of the season
services
will
be
held at
Bayside
and it is urged that all cottagers and
visitors make an effort to attend
For
the present month services will be held
at 10.30 a. m. and in the evening as announced from week to week.
July 13th,
Prof. Calvin M. Clark of Bangor Theological Seminary, very well and favorably known here, will preach; July 20th,
Hev. Charles \V. Marlin of Belfast; July
27th, Rev. Robert M. Pierce of Boston,
who was so popular with the soldiers at
Camp Devens, will be the speaker. The
announcements for August will be made

home
the

on

steamer Briton.

family of Worcester

PROSPECT.

were

Clarion.

a

1

I

..

Mr.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor,

Eai839*<*

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST

Beans,

MARKET

y.

e.,

Butter,
Beef, sides,

Beef, f.
Cheese,

j

q.,

Chicken,
Calf Skins,

Duck,
Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

Spratt.
Charles H. Hubbard of Camj
Mass
spoke in the Cong’l. !
Churches at the village and Harbor on
Sunday, in behalf of the Pilgrim Memo- [
rial Fund for t ie relief of sick and aged
pastors and their families in the denomination.
The apportionment for the two
churches is $650 for the village and $175
for the Harbor to be contributed in a period covering live years.
Both amounts
were
immediately pledged going well
over the top in a few hours.
Rev.

1

Here is

plate ot Jersey
It’s good.
a

Ice

(Jream.

is smooth.

texture

9 Lambskins, 50a 100
20
48a50 Mutton,
1 00
15a 16 Potatoes,
15 Round Hog,
22
10 00a 12 00
36 Straw,
26a32
35 Turkey',
50 Tallow,
2
20a22
35 Veal,
52 Wool, unwashed, 50
8 00
35 Wood, hard,
6 50
32 Wood, soft,
RETAIL MARKET

HORN

NORTHPORr
Here’s another

—

at

Mr. and Mrs. Bray spent the week-end
Birch Crest.

Mr? Aivin Berry had quite
recently, but is improving.

an

Jersey

Ice

Clement. In Seal Harbor, July 5, to
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Clement, a son,
John Caldwell Clement, Jr.

(Jream.

It’s good.

Mrs. Matthew Leadbetter has returned
is

ot

The flavor is delicious. |
The texture is smooth.

from Vinalhaven.
Corp. Chas. Mahoney
friends in Rockland.

plate

MARRIED.
CLARK-GREINERT. In New York City,
July 3, Capt. Donald Simonton Clark of

visiting

H ere's still another

ill turn

It’s

Mrs. Merle HulT is visiting at her forhome in North Fairfield.

plate

ot

Jersey

Ice

The

Mrs. Lou Baker spent the Fourth with
her sister, Mrs. A. B. Whitten.

Corp. Steven P. Farrell of Lewiston is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Roy H. Southard.

(Jream.

good.
texture

is smooth.

Maurice Proctor of Rockland spent the
Fourth with his mother, Mrs. Charles

plate after another, week after week, month after
month, Jersey Ice (Jream is Jersey Ice Cream —a delec-

Proctor.

table

One

Miss Martha Knowlton entertained a
party of friends at the Knowlton cottage,
East Nortliport.
Miss Leonard and Mr. Griffin of Boston spent the 4th with Miss Leonard’s
aunt, Mrs. A. B. Whitten.

Belfast and Miss Anne Helena Greinert of
New York.
Griffin-ClaRK. In Lincoln Center,
July 2, by Chas. F. Kyle, J. P., Asa TorCenter and Mrs.
rey Griffin of Lincoln
Abbie L. Clark of Belfast.
FARRAR-BUCKLIN. In Belfast, July 3,
by Rev. C. W. Martin, George Farrar and
Ethel May Bucklin, both of Knox.
TAYLOR-BOWLEY. In Belfast, July 4,
by Rev. C. W. Martin, Charles B. Taylor
and Nina F. Bowley, both of South Hope.

The flavor is delicious.

mer

triumph

of ice

cream

Try Jersey today,

for

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sheldon and Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Davis of Warren visited
at C. A. Sheldon’s on the Fourth.

sale

by

READ

maker’s

in bulk,
&

or

~

art.

Tripl-Seal

the season, having
from Reading, Mass.

motored

through

diedT

Albert
FARROW, In Northport, July 5,
months and
N. Earrow, aged 47 years, 2
17 days.
Miss Laura
JONES. In Castine, July 2,

bricks.

HILLS

H. Jones of West Brooksville.
Mrs. Cora
MAYO. In Belfast, July 3,
I
E. Mayo, aged 62 years, 11 months, day.
Mrs.
WELLMAN. In Belmont, July 4,
and 12
Blanche P. Wellman, aged 48 years

DRUGGISTS

days.__

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Southard and Mr.
and Mrs. L. S. Southard motored to Augusta and Palermo, returning Sunday.
James Roberts and sister, Miss Martha, are at their cottage on North Shore
and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Roberts are in
the John Roberts cottage for the rest of

FOR SALE
i

EAGLE “MIKADO”

PENCIL NO.

174

PRODUCER

2 20
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
96
Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
8
2 19 Oat Meal,
Corn,
16
Cracked corn, 1 04 Onions,
Corn meal,
1 04 Oil, kerosene, 20a21
15
42 Pollock,
Cheese,
35
3 90 Pork,
Cotton seed,
8
00 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
2 80
Clover seed, 32a42 Shorts,
10
1-2
13 50a 15 00 Sugar,
Flour,
1 35
H. G. seed,
5 75 Salt, T. L,
40 Sweet potatoes, 00
Lard,

The flavor is delicious.
The

PAID

RETAIL PRICE

Did you ever think of Perfect
Balance in a plate of Ice Cream?

bridge,

CURRENT.

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
$20 00a25 00
Hay,
Apples, per bbl.,
17
$3 00a4 00 Hides,
9 Lamb,
28
Beans, pea,

eek Mrs. Flora Roulstone has entertained her sisters, Mrs. i
Frank Spratt of Bar Harbor, Mrs. Abbie
Hussey of Waldo, and Mrs. Andrew
All returned
Nickerson of East Corinth.
on
Saturday, Mrs. Spratt making the
trip by automobile with her son, Ensign
w

BELFAST

I

PRODUCE

Mrs. George Marks and granddaughter,
Miss Frances Bailey, have returned from j
Haverhill, Mass., where Miss Bailey is.
attending High school and are at. the !
Marks house at the foot of Elm street !
for the summer.

During the past

Maine

r

cream busiBakery, restaurant and ice
reason
( ness. Doing good business. Good at 37
For particulars enquire
I for selling.
1
10
Main Street Tel. 329-3.

For sale at your dealers 5c. each. Made in five grades.
Conceded to he the finest pencil made for general use.

EAGLE PENCIL
fcTATE OF MAINE.
Office

of

Board

of

State

Company respectfully petitioi s the Board of
I Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast,
j Maine, for a location for its poles and wires
i thereon, and the necessary supporting and
j strengthening of fixtures and wires, in the
following named streets and highways of said
town:

Belfast, Maine.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
By GEORGE H. DRESSER,
General

payment immediately
ALEXANDER H. NICHOLS.
Searsport, Me., June 10, 1919.

FreedomAcademy
Preparatory

For full infoimation address
HARKY M. WOOD, Principal,
28
Freedom, Maine.

ALBERT N. FARROW

In Board

was

born in Northport. April 28, 1873, the son
of Nathan and Sarah (Whitten) Farrow
and has always been an honorable, hard-

working farmer.-His wife, formerly Miss
Hattie Pendleton of Rockland, died of
typhoid fever about a year ago, leaving
an
him with six children, the youngest
infant. The funeral was held at his late
home Tuesday, Rev. Charles W. Martin
officiating. The interment was in the
Pease cemetery in Belmont.

the
notice

Upon

Formerly

of

foregoing

a

!

not be granted, the last publication
tice to be at least fourteen (14) days before

said hearing.
Signatures of Municipal Officers:
C. W. WESCOTT,
R L. COOPER,
V. A. SIMMONS,
I). T CLEMENT,
W. G. HATCH,
T. S. THOMPSON.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon
Attest: OH AS. S. BICKFORD,
City Clerk.
2w28

WANTED
SECOND-HAND MANDOLIN.
C. O. POOR,
Apply to
28 Church Street.
2w2B
Telephone 266-11
A

E. H. Bovii
EYE SICHT

a

SPEC!-

30 Years' bxperi*

cottage

from August 6th to August 20th. Address
A. J. McKEEN,
4 Johnston Park,
Roxbury, Mass.
3W27*

\v

int

Office Days—Mondays a
Calls promptly aite

HOUSEKEEF
After

have finishe
do not bui
pers, rubbers and other sal
waste materials into mom
ing the highest market ppapers, magazines, iron,
bags and burlaps. Phone
postal and I will call prone
SAM FRF:
lit) Cross St.,
you

housecleaning,

WANTED
Antique furniture anti He"
Anyone having anything
H. R Ml
notify
Tel. 110

Belfast Savings- f
Notice is hereby given that
Book

WANTED
NEAR BELFAST AND BAY,

with Williams

44 South Main Street,

Municipal Officers,
Dated July 7, 1919
petition, it is ordered

at J

Building,

& McLean of Aug

of Plant.

thereof be given, by posting or
copy of said petition and this
puDlishing
order thereon in the City of Belfast, Maine,
and that a hearing thereon be given at the
Aldermen’s Room, Memorial Building, on the
fourth day of August, at 7 30 o'clock p. m at
which time and place residents and owners of
property upon the highways to be affected by
the granting of the permit applied for, and all
other persons interested, shall have full opporshow cause why such permit should
I tunity to
of said nothat

Albert N. Farrow died Saturday, July
5th, at his home in Northport after a
He

Attorney
Odd Fellows’

of Plant.

CITY OF BELFAST, MAINE.

j

Freedom, Maine.

Supi.

Teleph

Clyde R. Chag

E. K. BLY,

Acting Div. Supt.

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he, has been
I).
B. N., with
duly appointed administrator,
will annexed, of the estate of
ISAAC C. CLOSSON, late of Searsport,
in the County of W aldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

On Waldo road |from the
in a north-

junction of Belfast City point road
ly direction, to Waldo town line.
Dated July 7, 1919.

W. F. DRESSER,
DEARBORN,
State Assessors.
2w28
F, H. STERLING,Clerk.

week’s illness with pneumonia.

Notary Public.

The New England Telephone and Telegraph

J. J.
Board of

Agricultural,

NEW YORK

City of Belfast.

Assessors,

Augusta, July 5, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that the Board of
State Assessors will be in session at the Court
House in Belfast, on TUESDAY, the 22nd day
of July, at 9 o(clock, a. m., A. D, 1919, in the
County of Waldo, to secure infoimation to enable them to make a just equalization of the
taxable property in said county and to investigate charges of concealment of property from
taxation, of undervaluation and of failure to
assess property liable to taxation.
C. S. STETSON.

English and
Courses.

COMPANY,

lb
|No. 14,432, issued by

bed
been lost and application has
la*'
a duplicate book according to

ing issuing new books.
I'1"
WILMEK J. DORMAN.
1919-3*27
30,
Belfast, June

